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One Hundred Twelfth Commencement 
May9, 2008 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next 
graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
9:30 A.M. 
GRADUATION 
Friday, May 9, 2008 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30 P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation .) 
Posting of Colors 
Clemson Tiger Platoon Color Guard 
Invocation 
Clifford Daniel Hammonds JV, Student Representative (A.M. ceremony) 
Michael Phillip Garcia, Student Representative (P.M. ceremony) 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R Helms 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F Barker 
Reflections 
Daniel T Cooper (A.M. ceremony) 
Amanda Suzanne McDonald (P.M. ceremony) 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Class of'39 Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Clemson University Ensemble, Viva Voce 
Dr. Virgil L Quisenberry, University Marshal 
CEREMONIAL MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS 
Prelude 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Dr. Mark Spede, Director of Bands 
Viva Voce 
Dr. Christopher Mathews, Director of Choral Activities 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Resplendent Glory - Rossano Galante 
Viva Voce 
Alleluia - Randall Thompson 
Soon Ah Will Be Done - William Dawson 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Second Suite in F far Military Band - Gustav Holst 
I.March 
III. Song of the Blacksmith 
Viva Voce 
Esw Les Diga - Kinley Lange 
Voice Dance II - Greg Jasperse 
Processional 
Flourish far Wind Band- Ralph Vaughn Williams 
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39 - Edward Elgar 
National Anthem 
Words by Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Christopher Mathews 
Interlude 
Third Suite - Robert Jager 
III. Rondo 
Closing - Clemson University Alma Mater 
Music by Hugh H McGaricy and Robert Farmer 
Words by AC Corcoran/arr. Ed Freeman 
Arranged by Christopher Mathews 
Recessional 
Flourish far Wind Band- Ralph Vaughn Williams 
Viva Voce 
Dr. Christopher Mathews, Director of Choral Activities 
Joyce Allison 
Jared Buchanan 














BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J Hendrix, Jr., Chairman ____________ Kiawah Island 
Joseph D Swann, Vice Chairman Greenville 
Bill L Amick Batesburg-Leesville 
J J Britton Sumter 
Louis B Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H McAbee Greenville 
Leslie G McCraw Greenville 
E Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B McTeer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L Peeler Lexington 
William C Smith, Jr. Columbia 
David H Wilkins Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P Batson, Jr. _________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W G DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Harold D Kingsmore Clemson 
D Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Angie Leidinger 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F Barker ___________________ President 
Doris R Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
A Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Steven E Copeland Interim Chief Business Officer 
Brett A Dalton Chief Financial Officer 
Gail DiSabatino Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E G Przirembel Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development 
Clayton D Steadman ______________ General Counsel 
HONORARY DEGREE 
DANIEL T COOPER 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS 
As chairman of the South Carolina House Ways and Means Committee, Rep. Daniel T Cooper 
maintains one of the most powerful positions in state government. 
A native of Anderson County, he studied community and rural development at Clemson 
University, earning his B.S. degree in 1984. He spent two years working for state and local 
governments before embarking on a career in the insurance industry. Having completed 
commercial property and casualty insurance schools through both the Independent Insurance 
Agents and Brokers of South Carolina and AutoOwners Insurance Co., Rep. Cooper earned his 
Certified Insurance Counselor designation in 2004. He became affiliated with Capstone Insurance 
Services LLC in 1997 and became a partner and vice president in 1999. 
Rep. Cooper has served continuously in the S.C. House of Representatives since 1991, where he 
has been a member of the Medical, Military and Municipal Affairs Committee; the Education and 
Public Works Committee; and the Ways and Means Committee, which he has chaired since 
2005. He also serves on the Joint Bond Review Committee and is the only Upstate member of the 
Budget and Control Board. 
Rep. Cooper has long been a loyal friend to Clemson, supporting the University's top-20 vision 
and budgetary priorities. In recent years, he has helped to secure funding for Clemson's Baruch 
Institute in Georgetown, the Clemson University International Center for Automotive Research 
(CU-ICAR) and the Center for Optical Materials Science and Engineering Technologies 
(COMSET), just to name a few. He also has been a champion of Clemson's Public Service 
Activities mission and the University's support of the state's agriculture industry. 
Rep. Cooper's commitment to higher education in South Carolina is further demonstrated by his 
support of efforts that enable the state's research universities to increase their research capability 
and advance South Carolina's knowledge-based economy. 
Service to his community is a hallmark of Rep. Cooper's life. He has served in leadership 
capacities for the Southern Small Business Association, Freedom Weekend Aloft, Palmetto Pride, 
the Anderson County Planning and Development Commission, the S.C. Water Resources 
Commission, the Hunley Commission and the Boys Home of the South. For his local community, 
Rep. Cooper is a den leader for Cub Scouts Pack 13, a member of the Pelzer Lions Club and 
Sunday school director for Mount Airy Baptist Church. 
His public service contributions have been recognized with numerous awards including being 
named Legislator of the Year by four separate state associations and councils. The Medical 
University of South Carolina and Coastal Carolina University have presented Rep. Cooper with 
honorary degrees, and Anderson County Council recently named the newly opened Powdersville 
Library and Government Center after him. 
It is a most significant occasion when Clemson University recognizes and honors one of its own 
sons with the presentation of an honorary doctorate for eminent achievements and meritorious 
service to the institution and to the people of South Carolina. It is a distinct privilege to present 
the honorary degree, Doctor of Humane Letters, to Rep. Daniel T Cooper. 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored guests of the 
University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with 
the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that declare the 
disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Forestry, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval 
origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States wear costumes 
specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar 
boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black 
or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer 
than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while those since 1960 have sleeves 
extended to the wtist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and 
the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to 
replace black velvet with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, 
degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' larger, and doctors' quite large 
and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also 
conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the 
throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy 
(Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are 
displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron {a "V"). Although many combinations are duplicated by 
dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiasrical, or milirary regalia as ser forrh by 
their professions with the President of Clemson University wearing a purple gown with four velvet bars piped 
in gold and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The Trustees wear a similar gown with three 
velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not 
hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from the awarding school. They are preceded by the 
University Marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the 
University mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed, 
along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through its 
delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the President into 
the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's stand throughout 
the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a convocation is symbolic 
of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial maces carried 
by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic clublike shape, however, is 
much more ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of walnut wood 
and silver, with the seal of the University in gold and the University colors represented 
by insets of comelian (orange) and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is also the state stone of 
South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the office of 
president by the governing body of the University. Only the University President may 
wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the institution. Clemson's 
chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and comelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of office" which 
were carried by the senior members of departments of state or church. They display the 
seal of the University and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college 
belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the various 
disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. 
Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed goldsmiths 
of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late Professor 
Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C C Wilson of 
Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
J BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biological Sciences 
Abigail Sue Babcock ------------------------------- Portsmouth, OH 
B.S., Radford University 
Dissenation: The Effect oflndirubin(s) on the Immune System 
Advisor: Dr. C Rice 
Neeraj VijayGohad --------------------------------- Poona, India 
B.S., Universityof Pune 
Dissertation: Signal Transduction Mechanisms of Biofouling Marine Invertebrates 
Advisor: Dr. A Mount 
Mary Beth Oliver Johnstone Covington, VA 
B.S., College of Charleston 
Dissenation: Characterization of Soluble Mattix from Molluscan Shell with an Emphasis on Two Major Phosphoproteins from Oyster, 
Crassastrea virginiru. 
Advisor: Dr. A Wheeler 
Entomology 
Ruly Anwar Central, SC 
B.S., M.S., Bogor Agricultural University 
Dissertation: Population Dynamics of the C'.otton Aphid, Aphis gossypii Glover (Homoptera: Aphididae) and its Fungus, Neoz.ygites fresenii 
(Entomophthorales: Neozygitaceae) in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. G Carner 
Environmental Toxicology 
Rebecca Smith Haynie Gilben, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigating Risks, Effects, and Potential Management Strategies for Avian Vacuolar Myelinopathy on Southeastern 
Reservoirs using an Eco~Epidemiological Approach 
Advisor: Dr. W Bowerman 
Forest Resources 
Aaron David Stottlemyer---,-,------.,.---,~----------------------- Clemson, SC 
B.S., Pennsylvania State Universityi M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Fuel Reduction Treatments on Ecosystem Processes in Beetle~Killed Stands 
Advise" Dr. G Wang 
Genetics 
Samuel David Forrest _~------------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., City University of New York Brooklyn College 
Dissertation: Insight into the Origins of the Rumex acerosa Sex Chromosomes and Mechanisms causing Dimorphism 
Advisor: Dr. A Abbott 
Nutrition 
Robin Lee Stegall Greenville, SC 
B.S., Winthrop University 
Dissertation: From MyPyrarnid to the Place: A Multifaceted Nutrition Intervention for African Americans with Type 2 Diabetes 
Advisor: Dr. A Bodine 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Christian M Baldwin Kenner, LA 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Variable Approaches Investigating Light Quality and Quantity Impacts on Warm- and Cool-Season T urfgrasses 
Advisor: Dr. H Liu 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Rhetorics, Communication, and Information Design 
John Alexander McArthur lil =--,-,-------,..,,.---,--,,,----,,--------------------Greenville, SC 
B.S., Furman University; M.Ed., University of South Carolina 
Dissertation: Instructional Proxemics: Creating a Place for Space in Instructional Communication Discourse 
Advisor. Dr. A Billings 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BERA VIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Volha Baranava _______________________________ Mar'inaGorka, Belarus 
B.S., Belarus Srate Economics University 
DWertation: Es.says on International Trade 
Advisor: Dr. M Maloney 
Adriana Simona Cordis_~ _____________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Babe&-Bolyai University 
Disserrarion: Judicial Checks on Conuption 
Advisors: Dr. R Tollison 
Dr. M Maloney 
]in-rae Hwang ___________________________________ Cenrra~ SC 
B.A., Hankuk University Foreign Studies; M.B.A., Seoul National University 
Disseration: Essays on Wage Inequality and Economic Growth 
Advisor: Dr.] Warner 
Patrick Arthur Mclaughlin ______________________________ Libertyville, IL 
B.A., M.A., Clemson University 
Disserrarion: Three Essays on International Trade and the Environment 
Advisor: Dr. D Benjamin 
Jeffrey]QOePhRoach ______________________________ Charlorte,NC 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Theoretical and Practical Implications of a Hedonic Pricing Model 
Advisor: Dr. M Maloney 
Human Factors Psychology 
Jason David Moss --,-------,-----,----,---------,---------------Blasdell, NY 
B.A., B.S., Srate University of New York College ar Fredonia; M.S., Clemson University 
Disserrarion: Characteristics of Head Mounted Displays and Their Effects on Simulator Sickness 
Advisor: Dr. E Muth 
IndustriaVOrganizational Psychology 
Ashanti Renee Edwards-.,.--..,,-,--,------,-.,.-----,--,-,,---,-,-----,-,----------------- Miami, FL 
B.S., Florida Agricultural and Mechanics University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Gender Differences in Reactions to Affirmative Action Policies and Beneficiaries 
Advisor: Dr. M Taylor 
Moira Elizabeth Hanna Greer, SC 
B.S., Furman University; M.S., Clemson University 
Disserrarion: Emotional Intelligence Comparisons of Criterion-Related Validity across Conceptual and Methodological Variants of 
Measurement 
Advisor: Dr. P Raymark 
Jay Howard Steffensmeier ______ --,-_________________________ Salem, IA 
B.S., Drake University; M.A., University of Tulsa 
Dissertation: Situational Constraints and Personality as Antecedents of Organizational Citizenship Behaviors 
Advisor: Dr. P Raymark 
Laurie Eva-Lyn Wasko -,,.,-_______________________________ Carmel, NY 
B.A., M.S, Clemson University 
Dissertation: Antecedents and Consequences of Applicant Perceptions within an lntemet~Based Testing Context 
Advisor: Dr. P Raymark 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Michael Scott Taylor --~=-~--~------------------------Newberry, SC 
B.S., Furman University; B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Study of Electrospinning of Property-Modulated Biomedical Microfibers 
Advisor: Dr. K Burg 
Jeffrey Scott Willey Uniontown, OH 
B.S., M.S., Ohio University 
Dissertation: Radiation~Induced Osteoporosis: Bone Quantity, Architecture, and Increased Resorption Following Exposure to Ionizing 
Radiation 
Advisor: Dr. T Bateman 
Chemical Engineering 
Giriprasath Gururajan Clemson, SC 
B.S., Kakatiya University 
Dissertation: Real-time Raman Spectroscopy and Wide-angle X-ray Diffraction during Single-layer and Multi-layer Blown Film Extrusion 
Advisor: Dr. A Ogale 
Nattapom Lohitham ______________________________ Bangkok, Thailand 
B.S., Chulalongkom University 
Dissertation: Formation of Active Catalytic Sites in Hydrocarbon Synthesis and Reaction 
Advisor: Dr. J Goodwin, Jr. 
Sourabh Suresh Pansare Solapur, India 
B.E., University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: Selectively Cacalyzed Reactions for Cleaner Hydrogen Production from Conventional and Renewable Sources 
Advisor: Dr.) Goodwin, Jr. 
Kaewta Suwannakarn. ________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., Kasetsart University 
Dissertation: Biodiesel Production from High Free Fatty Acid Content Feedstocks 
Advisor: Dr. J Goodwin, Jr. 
Chemistry 
Hadi D Arman Hillsboro, TN 
B.S., Middle Tennessee State University 
Dissertation: Strategies for Expanding the Halogen Bonding Periodic Table and Designing Complementary Halogen/Hydrogen Bonding 
Synthons 
Advisor: Dr. W Pennington 
Lilin He:--;---;-:,---,-,--,- --,--,-,,-,..,----..,.,,----,-,,,--,,---;--...,,-----------Xichong, China 
B.S., Southwest Normal Universityi M.S., University of Science and Technology~ Beijing 
Dissertation: Structure of a Highly Rigid lonomer 
Advisor: Dr. D Perahia 
Scott Thomas Iacono Auscin, TX 
B.S., Louisiana Seate University and Agricultural and Mechanical College; M.S., University of Texas~ Auscin 
Dissertation: Semifluorinated Polymers via Cycloaddition and Nucleophilic Addition Reactions of Aromatic Trifluorov inyl Ethers 
Advisor: Dr. D Smith, Jr. 
Yunfei)iang-:---:-;--------------------------------- )inhua, China 
B.S., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Structure and Dynamics of Poly (Para-Phenyleneethynylene)s in Solutions and Thin Films 
Advisor: Dr. D Perahia 
Andrew Neilson ----------------------------------Central, SC 
B.S., Texas Christian University 
Dissertation: Perfluorocyclobutyl Ary! Ether Polymers: A Modular Approach to Tailored Emission 
Advisor: Dr. D Smith, Jr. 
Jamie Christine Sharp Notton _:--.,..,...,,--,,~-~~--------------------Martinez, GA 
B.S., University of Souch Carolina; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Synthesis and Electrochemical Studies in Microsttuctured Media 
Advisors: Dr. S Creag<:r 
Dr. S Foulger 
Ashwin Kudupi Rao ________________________________ Mumbai, India 
B.S., Wilson College 
DIBsenation: Preparation and Characterization of Macroporous Electrodes for Electrochemical Bioassays 
Advisor: Dr. S Creager 
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Chemistry (continued) 
Wei Wang ___________________________________ Henan,China 
B.S., M.S., Shanghai J iaotong University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Carbon Nanotubes and Nanocomposites for Electrical and Thermal Applications 
Advisor: Dr. Y Sun 
Civil Engineering 
Tejash Shailesh Gandhi _______________________________ Madras, India 
B.E., University of Madras; M.S.,Clemson University 
Dissertation: Effects of Warm Asphalt Additives on Asphalt Binder and Mixture Properties 
Advisor: Dr. S Amirkhanian 
Yongchang Ma Chongqing, China 
B.S., Tsinghua University; M.S.,Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Real, Time Traffic Condition Assessment and Prediction Framework using Vehicle,Infrastructure Integration (VII) with 
Computational Intelligence 
Advisor: Dr. M Chowdhury 
Carl Christian Thodesen -,.,~-----------------------------Oslo, Norway 
B.S., M.Engr., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Development of Prediction Models of High T emperarure Crumb Rubber Modified Binders 
Advisor: Dr. S Amirkhanian 
Computer Science 
Zhidian Du ____________________________________ Central, SC 
B.S., Hubei Institute of Technology; M.S., Sichuan University; M.S., New Mexico State University 
Dissertation: Biomedical Knowledge Discovery using the Gene Ontology Database 
Advisor: Dr. J Wang 
Ken Edward Kennedy _______________________________ Attapulgus, GA 
B.A., Mercer University 
Dissertation: CAPS: Concurrent Automatic Programming System 
Advisor: Dr. D Stevenson 
Electrical Engineering 
Thomas Charles Royster IV _____________________________ Thibodaux, LA 
B.S., Lousiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Protocols for Dynamic Spectrum Access 
Advisor: Dr. M Pursley 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Ramona Darlington San Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago 
B.Sc., University of the West Indies; M.E., Tennessee State University 
Dissertation: Laboratory Evaluation of Chlorinated Ethene Transformation Processes in Fractured Sandstone 
Advisor: Dr. D Freedman 
James King Henderson ________________________________ Conway, SC 
B.A., Dickinson College; M.S., California Srate University- Fullerton 
Dissertation: Anaerobic Biodegradation of Ethylene Dibromide and l, 2 Dichoroethane 
Advisor: Dr. R Falta 
Industrial Engineering 
Devapriyage Priyantha Devapriya Warakapola, Sri Lanka 
B.S., University of Peradeniya; M.S., University of Texas - Dallas 
Dissertation: Optimal Fleet Size of an lntegrared Production and Disttibution Problem for a Perishable Product 
Advisor: Dr. W Ferrell 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Jennifer Susan Kauffman _______________________________ Central, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Incorporation of Polydiacetylene Sensors into Industrial Materials 
Advisor: Dr. W Pennington 
Gayatri Deepak Keskar Clemson, SC 
B.E., University of Poona; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Inferring Mechanical Resonances in Micro; and Nano;Cantilevers using the Harmonic Detection of Resources Method to 
Develop a Novel Sensing Platform 
Advisor: Dr. A Rao 
4 
Mathematical Sciences 
Samuel Jeremiah Lyle ____ -,--,--~---,..,.------------------------Seneca,SC 
B.A., Mid-America Nazarene College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Homomorphisms of Graphs 
Advisors: Dr. R Laskar 
Dr. W Goddard 
Todd David Mateer --------------------------------·Sykesville, MD 
B.S.E.E., B.S., Grove City College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertacion: Fast Fourier Transform Algorithms with Applications 
Advisor: Dr. S Gao 
Mechanical Engineering 
Hong Dong ------------------------------------Central, SC 
B.S., Dalian Railway Institute; M.S., Tianjin University 
Dissenation: Layout Design with Shape Morphing 
Advisor: Dr. G Fadel 
Yu Long -,-,,..-,.,.----,-.,.---.,..,.----------------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., ShanghaiJiaotong University 
Oissenation: Modeling the Effect of Tool Wear on Cutting Forces and Process Dynamics 
Advisor: Dr. Y Huang 
Amin Salehi·Khojin ________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.S., lslamic Azad University; M.S., Tabriz University 
Dissertation: Vibration Analysis ofNanomechanical Cantilever,based Sensors 
Advisor: Dr. N Jalili 
Polymer and Fiber Science 
Sa if Gulamdastagir Parhan Mumbai, India 
B.Tech., University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: Electrospinning of Small Diameter Vascular Grafts 
Advisor: Dr. P Brown 
Akhilesh Kumar Satyanarayan Singh Mumbai, India 
B.S., B.Tech., University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: Renewable Resource Lac.tide Derived Materials: Scaled,Up Synthesis, Characterization and Applications 
Advisors: Dr. M Drews 
Dr. D Smith, Jr. 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career and Technology Education 
Li· Wen Chen ~-------------------------------Taipei City, Taiwan 
B.A., National Taiwan University of Arts; M.S., Pittsburg State University 
Dissertation: Multiple Comparisons on Near Neutral Calibration Process among Different Printing Processes 
Advisor: Dr. S Ingram 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Educational Leadership 
Jean Rollins Athens, GA 
B.S., M.Ed., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: Teacher Growth: Essential Characteristics of Experience in Development from a Novice to Veteran Teacher 
Advisor: Dr. W Fisk 
Scon Milton Smith Easley, SC 
B.A., University of South Carolina; M.Ed., Charleston Southern University 
Dissenation: School Building Quality and Student Performance in South Carolina Public High Schools: A Snuctural Equation Model 
Advisor: Dr. R Marion 
Lori Kathryn Swanson,---,---,--...,---,----,.------------------------Walhalla, SC 
B.A., University o f South Florida; M.Ed., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Institutionalization of Service· Leaming at Land·Grant Colleges in South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. F Keels Williams 
Rohen Morris Wood, Jr..,..,-------------------------------- Dunbar, WI 
B.S., M.S., Bob Jones Univer>ity 
Dissertation: Maintaining Legitimacy through Presidential Transition 
Advisor: Dr. J Flanigan 
5 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Kerry Elizabeth McElroy Athens, GA 
B.S., Georgia College & State University; M.S., Florida State University 
Dissertation: Blurring the Boundaries between Work and Family during Vacation: An Application of Boundary Theory to Summer Beach 
Visitors 
Advisor: Dr. W Norman 
Kyle Maurice Woosnam Momence, IL 
B.S., University of Illinois; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Dissertation: Identifying with Tourists: Examining the Emotional Solidarity Residents of Beaufort County, South Carolina Have with 
Tourists in their Community 
Advisor: Dr. W Norman 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Policy Studies 
Charles David Taylor~--~~~~----~--------------------- Dexter, MO 
B.S., University of Missouri; M.S., Southeast Missouri State University 
Dissertation: The Power of Initiation: Gubernatorial Proposals in Economic Development Policy 
Advisor: Dr. A Warber 
6 
CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
J BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Elizabeth A Melton----------- Easley, SC Rebekah Kaye Darla Simons _______ Edgefield, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Environmental Toxicology 
Alan John Jones ___________ Mosheim, TN Laura Renee Kushner ________ McMinnville, OR 
Food, Nutrition, and Culinary Sciences 
Jonathan Walter Garner Simpsonville, SC 
Forest Resources 
Adam Corey Becker --------~Walhalla, SC Atul Kale_~----------=--Clemson, SC 
Samuel Thomas Esswein Gainesville, VA Brian John Williams Georgetown, SC 
John Benjamin Graham V Roebuck, SC 
Genetics 
Fang Wang _________ Clemson, SC 
Microbiology 
Andrew Russell Daane ________ Naples, FL 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Matthew Michael Cousins _______ Newberry, SC William George Sarvis III _______ -,.,..Conway, SC 
Raymond Kevin McCauley Sumter, SC David Gregory Simpson Greenville, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Joseph Anthony Ledvina _________ Taylor, MI Cathy Aubrey Marion _________ Clemson, SC 
Jessica Suzanne Lucas Magnolia, TX Lisa Claire Wickliffe Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Phillip Joshua Boltinhouse _____ West Columbia, SC Ashley N icole Ortmann _________ Adkins, TX 
Aaron Blake Bowman Elizabethton, TN Clinton Wayne Riddle Little Mountain, SC 
Claire Reddeck Bowman Lake City, SC Matthew Duane Santilli Sandy Springs, SC 
Margaret McMillan Chandler Florence, SC T imothy Dean Takacs Liberty, SC 
Isaiah Dunlap Hopkins, SC Brandon Scott Walter Howe, IN 
Angela Renee Falk Fairfield, OH Michael Gillespie Ward Columbia, SC 
Nicholas Wayne Fonner Mattoon, IL Thomas Anderson Weir S impsonville, SC 
Julie Ann Havens Findlay, OH Sherry Lynn Wessel Mendel jasper, IN 
Timothy William Hoskins Conklin, NY Alisha Nicole White Granite Falls, NC 
Paul William Kennedy Columbus, IN Jenny Gettys Williams Charlotte, NC 
Shawn Michael McKeever Moncks Comer, SC Brian English Williford Atlanta, GA 
Nathan Deas Missel C lemson, SC William Jeffers Wingfield Mt Pleasant, SC 
Mandy Ann Mobley Lilburn, GA 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Jennifer Leigh Banks Raleigh, NC Richard David Rudnicki Conway, SC 
Carla M Bridges Columbia, SC Courtney Carr Hundley St. John _ Egg Harbor Township, NJ 
Christopher Alexander Hnatin ____ Downingtown, PA Tyrone Bernard Williams Mauldin, SC 
john Stuart Ridout Chester, VA Elisa Cora Bishop Willis Deleon Springs, FL 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Helen Ramona Kimsey Blake _______ Anderson, SC 
Sara Hekmatfar Shiraz, Iran 
Ernest Pence Murphy_~ _______ Anderson, SC 
Christian A lain Provencher Central, SC 
Adrea Rebecca Hutchinson Hughes Anderson, SC Jessica Lynn Thrasher Thayer C linton, TN 
MASTER OF REAL EST A TE DEVELOPMENT 
(Master of Real Estate Development is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Am, and Humanities and the College of Business and Behavioral Science.) 
Ryan Douglas Bowes ___________ Naples, FL Judith Miranda Justice _________ Columbia, SC 
Ryan Lee Brandt Charlotte, NC Derek Benjamin Lisle Nashville, TN 
Bradley Andrew Chevalier Saratoga Springs, NY William Gairy Nichols IV Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Edward Davis Gilmer II Pawley's Island, SC Michael Wright Pousson Slidell, LA 
Laura Howard Haselden Clover, SC Scott Hale Puffer Cleveland, OH 
Amy Lee Hook West Columbia, SC George Jeffrey Rhoden Jackson, MS 
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MASTER OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED) 
Patrick Alan Riley --------_,,.-Anderson, SC Reginald Lydell Wallace ________ Columbia, SC 
Ronald Huette Stewart II Reynoldsburg, OH Michael Neil Williamson Rock Hill, SC 
Philip Dane Truscott Lake Orion, Ml 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Nancy Rogers Ehlers ------Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Emily Adele Atkins--------- Greensboro, NC Kara Maria McManus ________ --,::-- Glide, OR 
Natalie Eva Couch Alexandria, VA Adam Thomas Million Boonville, MO 
Ashley Kathryn Davis Matthews, NC Theresa Mary Rooney Shirley, NY 
Melissa Ellen Davis Boiling Springs, SC Gordon Chenoweth Sauer Ill Irving, TX 
Matthew Brett Gallman Enoree, SC Joseph Curtis Schumacher Aiken, SC 
Chase McDuffie Hart ll Sioux City, IA Matthew Franklin Turner Newberty, SC 
Jennifer Lee Jennings Enoree, SC Malalai Yawar Kabul, Afghanistan 
Geoffrey Ryan Lee Rochester, NY 
History 
Walter Steven Bright-------- Honea Path, SC Kevin Michael Krause ---------~Greer, SC 
Michael Paul Bufano Pott Jefferson, NY Misty Belle Soles Clemson, SC 
Daniela Greene Taylors, SC Chriscina Anne Whittaker Manassas, VA 
Jason Thad Hollis Chester, SC 
Professional Communication 
Katherine Lynn Adams --------~Chapin, SC Ashley Renea Lusk _________ Collinsville, VA 
Layla Renee Hakamiun Charleston, SC Ryan Keith Mallatt Pittsburg, KS 
Courtney Rae Jordan Millersville, MD David Allen Williams Taylors, SC 
Justin M Lesniewski Shrewsbury, MA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Historic Preservation 
(Historic Preservation is jointly administered by Clemson University and the University of Ch.arleswn.) 
Jaime Lynn Destefano _________ Charleston, SC Brooke Helen Glover Moore ______ Summerville, SC 
Natalie Laverne Ford Baton Rouge, LA Xana Colleen Peltola Clemson, SC 
William Preston Hamilton Rock Hill, SC Meg Corbett Richardson Kingstree, SC 
Kimberly C Jones Charleston, SC James Michael Zwolak Millbrook, NY 
Hillary Nicole King Spartanburg, SC 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Stefany Marie Allongo Wellington, FL 
Christopher Dean Bauer Hoc Springs, AR 
Huei~Sheng Lin_-,---,-------cc Taipei, Taiwan 
Gabriel Maclain McCutcheon Simpsonville, SC 
Thomas Buder Cater Chattanooga, TN Steven Patrick McDonnell Southern Pines, NC 
Chiu; Wen Cheng Taipei, Taiwan David Dameron Mitchell Greenville, SC 
Christian Kayle Cook Anderson, SC Brandy Elizabeth Neely Marion, SC 
Amanda RietteCooper Stone Mountain, GA Justin Eliot Peterson Moncks Corner, SC 
Manuel Delvalle Sanjuan, PR Robert Ryan Ruff Clemson, SC 
Vishal Mukund Desai Greer, SC Sarah Lancaster Schleifer Clemson, SC 
Raviraj Yenkatesh Durwas Mumbai, India Greaton Wesley Sellers, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ayako Fujita Tokyo, Japan Jonathan Hren Smith Taylors, SC 
Trevor Eaton Groves Central, SC John Edward Tarala,Jr. Greenville, SC 
Hun Min Ha Seoul, Korea Barry Wilson Teague Slater, SC 
Ronald Gerald Jackson, Jr. Greer, SC Adam Patrick Tepe Cincinnati, OH 
Eric Morgan Jacobsen Greenville, SC Arthur Russell Tompkins Easley, SC 
Navin Kumar Karuppannan Rajan ___ Coimbatore, India Catherine Leigh Walker Sandy Springs, SC 
Minh Van Le Hochiminh, Vietnam Chih~Wen Wen Taipei, Taiwan 
Dan R Lewis Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Maria Shawn Murphree Central, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Mascer of Public Administration is jointly administered by Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Nikolay Anguelov --,----------Anderson, SC 
Connelly Anne Bartle Rock Hill, SC 
Cynthia Lee Lewis---------- Atlanta, GA 
Maya Helz Pack Taylors, SC 
Melanie Suzerce Bowman Mauldin, SC Kelly Michele Urso Haymarket, VA 
Catherine Anne Flenniken Greenville, SC 
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MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Willis Henry Boykin --------- Rembert, SC Inna Cintina ------------Riga, Latvia 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Suzanne Nicole Butler _ ________ Lexington, SC Eric Steven McKibben _________ Pendleton, SC 
Justin Scott Graving Minneapolis, MN James S Rubinstein Anderson, SC 
Melinda Kristine Keith Greer, SC Melissa Ann Vander Wood Lilburn, GA 
Nathan Daniell Klein Smyrna, GA Alexander D Walker Centreville, VA 
Applied Sociology 
Emily Rebecca Baumann --------Maryville, TN Pamela ) Ramey -~--------Westminster, SC 
Cassidy Morris Conner Charleston, SC John Matthew Reid Easley, SC 
Emily Anne Riester Green Clemson, SC David Rodwrick Scealf Walhalla, SC 
J ielu Lin Shanghai, China Gregory Eric Willis Marion, NC 
Graphic Communications 
Daniel Dante Brown --------- Greenville, SC Lynna Sinakhonerath _________ ~Roebuck, SC 
Lauren Jane Green Clemson, SC Andrea Latrease Youn Woodruff, SC 
Natasha Maria Moore Fountain Inn, SC 
Marketing 
Stefany Marie Allongo ________ Wellington, FL Catherine Leigh Walker _______ Sandy Springs, SC 
Christopher Dean Bauer Hot Springs, AR Shuyu Xie Clemson, SC 
Amanda Riette Cooper Scone Mountain, GA Man Zhang Clemson, SC 
David M Gras Alvin, TX 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Katherine Elizabeth Hicks _______ Greenville, SC Jing Zhao ____________ Charleston, SC 
William Carl Mostertz Ill Clemson, SC 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the College of Agriculrure, Forestry, and Life Sciences 
and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Christian Henrich Wiesbaden, Germany 
Chemical Engineering 
Joshua Eugene Barringer _________ Monroe, LA Patricia Ann Edmonds Narowski ______ Greer, SC 
Chemistry 
Raul Santiago Hernandez Osorio _____ Cali, Colombia Adam M Siegfried---------- Hartsville, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Ronald Carl Boller _________ Summerville, SC Michael Jason Oldham -------,--,--Greenville, SC 
Thomas Butler Cater Chattanooga, TN Justin Eliot Peterson Moncks Comer, SC 
Jocelyn Erin Dickie Blaine, WA Michael Jared Pridmore Gaffney, SC 
Jason Ronald Flowers Greenville, SC Robett William Schober Seneca, SC 
Tracy Lynn Johnson Fort Mill, SC Greaton Wesley Sellers, Jr. Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kaushik HarshadraiJoshi Mumbai, India Hayden M Willis Columbia, SC 
Carmen Aida Lopez San Salvador, El Salvador David Morgan Young Charlotte, NC 
Andrew Isaac Neptune St George, Grenada 
Computer Engineering 
Lara Suzanne Cowan ________ Fotth Wotth, TX Phillip Murray Martin -------.,,--_,Knoxville, TN 
Ctystal Alicia Jackson Swansea, SC Pooja Verma Kathmandu, Nepal 
Computer Science 
Sree Sindhu Bobba ______ Andhra Pradesh, India Rajesh Perumal _________ Tamil Nadu, India 
Vaishali Chandraker Clemson, SC Abhish Philip Kerala, India 
Kevin AndersonJuang Clemson, SC Sonia Prem Ramnani Mumbai, India 
Snehal Sharadchandra Kamb le Mumbai, India William James Spearman Easley, SC 
Steven Pattick McDonnell Southern Pines, NC Frank Volny IV Central, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Albett M Hill ___________ Sparranburg, SC MatthaJulianne Kwoka _______ Johnson City, TN 
Brian Thomas Holman Brentwood, TN Michael Lawton Rodin amestown, SC 
Dwight Keith Hutchenson Kemblesville, PA Rohit Balkrishna Samdani Mumbai, India 
Justin Edward Ingersoll Sherburne, NY Satoshi Takeshita Clemson, SC 
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Environmental Engineering and Science 
Jesse Ward Addison ---------- Atlanta, GA Amy Elizabeth Ratliff --------- Sterling, VA 
Fei Chen Hunan, China Laura Kathryn Reid Greenwood, SC 
Kelly Patrick Grogan Suwanee, GA 
Hydrogeology 
Lane C Dorman----------- Meridian, MS Guy Thomas Sicilia, Jr. --------- Reston, VA 
David Bristol Hisz Pendleton, SC Shelly Jackson Tyre Valdosta, GA 
Jennifer Ann Oblinger Alpharetta, GA 
Industrial Engineering 
Jaclyn Brianne Baron __________ Weston, FL Matthew Anhur Garbarino ___ Palm Beach Gardens, FL 
Lindsay Michelle Becker McLean, VA Thashika Dhananjaya Rupasinghe Clemson, SC 
Katherine Alice Berry Lexington, SC Melissa I Zelaya Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
Ping~Nan Chiang Taichung, Taiwan 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Zachary Jon Hunr _________ Cincinnati, OH Hiroki Maie ____________ Hyogo,Japan 
Zhenqing Li Nanjing, China 
Mathematical Sciences 
Sarah Louise Edwards Rathdrum, ID Bradley James Paynter Pott Elizabeth, South Africa 
Stephen Michael Henry Nashville, TN Rauf Mohamed Sajid Kandy, Sri Lanka 
Colleen Suzanne Hughes Hudson, OH Benjamin Clayton Sloop Central, SC 
Sarah Wai Ka Ip Moore, SC Tara Lynn Steuber Perham, MN 
Janine Elizabeth Janoski Exeter, PA Rebecca Jane Thomas Hamburg, AR 
Christopher Walter Karvetski Forest, VA Jennifer Elizabeth Van Dyken Anderson, SC 
Matthew John Laffetty Apple Valley, MN Tharanga Damitha Wickramarachchi _ Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Yara Beatriz Luis Beras ___ La Romana, Dominican Republic 
Mechanical Engineering 
Michael S Baraky __________ Pittsburgh, PA Ajit Singh Kanda ___________ Pune, India 
Calvin Rhett Bradley Blountville, TN Vincent Lee Coral Springs, FL 
Timothy Warren Brown Greer, SC Kranti Kiran Manga Clemson, SC 
Christian Michael Davidson Weymouth, MA Beshoy Wahib Morkos Simpsonville, SC 
Kevin Austin Foy Aiken, SC Thomas Michael New Leesville, SC 
Vamshi Krishna Goli Mancherial, India Joy Marie Pederson Louisville, KY 
Wesley Douglas Greenwell Greer, SC Thomas Morgan Starling Florence, SC 
Santo.sh Sankehalli Hiriyannaiah Clemson, SC Rafael Zimmermann Join ville, Brazil 
Jonathan Vance Hodges Midway, AR 
Physics 
Bethany Rae Anderson Johns _______ Centtal, SC Florin Dacian Lung ----------Clemson, SC 
Lin Li Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
ldasa Maria Cobb ----------- Seneca, SC Attila Acar Uregen __________ Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Grades Education 
Jeffrey Vandiver Bowyer --------,----Starr, SC 
Stephen Allen Burrus Simpsonville, SC 
Zachary L Nicks~..,...~--------Clemson, SC 
Marcus Xavier Peel-Cooke Camden, SC 
Donald Edward Chavis Seneca, SC Sonnia Paola Reyes Guayaquil, Ecuador 
Robert S Choromanski Ogdensburg, NJ Amber Dawn Rowland Plum Branch, SC 
Kevin Michael Coy Spartanburg, SC Kimberly Joy Rushing Simpsonville, SC 
Walter Leonard Crooks Greenville, SC Ginger Ann Morrissey Shirley Simpsonville, SC 
Sezi Feryal Demirkilic Greenville, SC Warren Blake Simpson Anderson, SC 
Crystal Leanne Mauldin Dobson Easley, SC Christopher David Sloan Greenville, SC 
Jeffery David Edwards Traveler.; Rest, SC Mallory Leigh Smith Westminster, SC 
Hayley Christine Goetz Greenville, SC Aaron Addison Temples Simpsonville, SC 
Hadley Elizabeth Green Memphis, TN Sheryl Bradshaw Thompson Simpsonville, SC 
Kristin Alana Harms Greenville, SC Robett Dean Venable Greenville, SC 
Karen Douglas Harris Charleston, SC Rebecca Ellen Vissage Mountain Rest, SC 
Amanda Brooke Hooper Easley, SC Gerald Jeffery Walker, Sr. Greenville, SC 
Song Ju Clemson, SC Elizabeth Michelle Warson Belton, SC 
John Richard Mauldin, Jr. Starr, SC 
Kelly Marie McCarry Simpsonville, SC 
Bryan Watts Spartanburg, SC 
Ryan Allan Whittle Greenville, SC 
Penny Melissa Mellett Pickens, SC Neil Malone Yongue Ill Inman, SC 
Erin Campbell Montgomery Aiken, SC Amanda Hodge Youngblood Easley, SC 
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MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
James Harold Crout III -------- Greenville, SC Randi Joelle Hinton ________ Baton Rouge, LA 
Gwendolyn Deneke Davis Missouri City, TX Bradley Robert Owens Barnwell, SC 
Kristin Renee Dellinger Moore, SC Eileen Anderson Roberts Simpsonville, SC 
Rachel Erin Geoghegan Chapin, SC Laura A Schnettgoecke Prairie Village, KS 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Amie D'Anne Biggs Lewis Deridder, LA Deborah Maria Nunes ________ Sao Paulo, Brazil 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Kenneth Donald Ashworth _______ Greenville, SC Kristopher Ryan Howell ~-------Anderson, SC 
Carneran Cade Davenport Greer, SC Matthew Joseph Piotrowsky Belton, SC 
Wesley Keith Dodgens Simpsonville, SC Kelly M Wingert Mauldin, SC 
Counselor Education 
Alicia Dared Bessellieu ________ Greenville, SC Jeffrey Michael Kenney _________ Omaha, NE 
Michael Dean Bowers Kernersville, NC Kari-Anne Edgell Kertis Pickens, SC 
Devin Jae! Bucke Ottawa, IL Nicholas Lloyd Kulick St Cloud, FL 
Suzanne Jane Combs Macomb, IL Brooke Nicole Lankford Long Creek, SC 
Erin Raley Crum Pauline, SC Lindsay Erin Laughnan Burke, VA 
Christen Mariana Cullum Aiken, SC Nicole Lenez Bloomfield, NJ 
Elizabeth Chambers Daniel Greenville, SC Christine Diane Lindemann Rock Hill, SC 
T aurean T ravell Davis Duncan, SC Dennis Jermaine Love Cheraw, SC 
Jennifer Brook Dietch Linden, MI Darrah Margaret Mugrauer North Wales, PA 
Elizabeth Anne Earle Simpsonville, SC Amber Elizabeth Poulsen Lakeview, MI 
Rachel Eileen Eikenbercy Clemson, SC Natalie Louise Reckard Atlanta, GA 
Erin Janelle Fields Augusta, GA Shane Michael Ryan Hewitt, NJ 
Kelly Ann Finnegan Lawrenceville, GA Alexa Kathcyn Simeone Swampscott, MA 
Natalie Marie Fcyar Greenville, SC Mitchell Aaron Tappen Buhl, ID 
Bethany Hope Guiliano Germantown, TN Erin Elizabeth Huffman Tercy Clemson, SC 
Leslie Rae Hasselbach Fremont, OH Jonathan Paul Umbdenstock Clemson, SC 
Kristine M Hoke Westlake, OH Erica Lynn Walbert Bethlehem, PA 
Heather Leeann Howell Easley, SC Michael Rudolph White Valdosta, GA 
Jessica Elizabeth Johnson Greenville, SC Emily Ann Willis Clarendon Hills, IL 
Jennifer Ann Jones Alpharetta, GA 
Elementary Education 
Amy Catherine Barden ________ ~Rockville, MD Melissa Marie Riddle--------- Six Mile, SC 
Secondary Education 
Renee Johnson Brooks _________ Walhalla, SC Scott Collins lngle _________ Spartanburg, SC 
Todd Sloan Cherner Groveland, FL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Lisa Alaine Atthur-Banning ----- Brigham City, UT Christine Elizabeth Taibi Oates _______ Central, SC 
Cynthia Weathers Boswell Greenville, SC Kara Marie Pearson Oak Ridge, TN 
Cheryl Surrett Campbell Honea Path, SC Lindsay Willingham Piersol Newbercy, SC 
Terri Jordan Castrinos Anderson, SC Lacasha Marie Jones Pruitt Greer, SC 
Heather Adair Colquitt Boiling Springs, SC Meredith Wilbanks Purgason Pelzer, SC 
Laura Jean Cook Taylors, SC Selina Maria Rossi Boiling Springs, SC 
Amanda Brooke Hudgens Couch Anderson, SC Paige McCown Roscin Greenville, SC 
Marian Lorraine Crawford Simpsonville, SC Amy Melissa Southern Sanders Lyman, SC 
Jennifer Davis Edwards Anderson, SC Tracy Elaine Scott Anderson, SC 
Jill Denise Gilchrist Greenwood, SC Nancy Butts Smith Westminster, SC 
Paula B Haynes Greenwood, SC Rebecca Ann Strong Anderson, SC 
Ccyscal Dawn Clayton Hooper Belton, SC Rhonda Rhode Srubbs Easley, SC 
Jill Eileen Kessler Anderson, SC Maureen Joyce Thompson Stone Mountain, GA 
Trudy Ann Lovejoy Central, SC Jennifer Elizabeth Bryant Vaughn Greenville, SC 
Kevin Lee Motton Abbeville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
)CS'lie Lee Belter~-----------·Phillips, WI Stephanie Leigh Jooeph Metairie, LA 
Philip John Brekke San Antonio, TX Alexander Maurice Koning ___ Oosthuizens, Netherlands 
Jane Cresap Brison Wheeling, WV Stacy Rooe Marcus Alpharetta, GA 
John R Fino Milton, NY Christopher Britton Starker Greenville, SC 
Lance Turner Haynie College Station, TX 
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GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digital Production Arts 
Martin David Fumess _______ Boiling Springs, SC Stanley Terrell Sims _ _ _______ Columbia, SC 
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CANDIDA TES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
ALAN R SAMS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
*Mollie Fran Bonge----------- Easley, SC t••Joanne Elizabeth Oliver _ ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Zachariah Robert Hansen Wilmingcon, NY Caroline Elizabeth Raburn Simpsonville, SC 
t•Cameron Anne Hay Myrtle Beach, SC t**Kelly Nicole Rebkovich Bluefield, VA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
•Audra Elisabeth Barnes. _________ Sumter, SC Timothy Alan McCall, Jr. ________ Walhalla, SC 
David Clarke Cunningham Newberry, SC *Joshua Thomas O'Rear Batesburg, SC 
Thomas Turner Hickson Bishopville, SC Tyler M Segars Hartsville, SC 
Michael Augustus Hill, Jr. York, SC James Edmond Sprague Greenville, SC 
*Joseph Matthew Kaiser Mt Pleasant, SC Devin Christopher Swindall Chapin, SC 
*Timothy Pattick Mahoney Darlingcon, SC 
Agricultural Education 
Clayton Dean Cotney _________ Newberry, SC Christopher John Hodge -------- Donalds, SC 
Heather Renee Dover Fort Lawn, SC Jill Kristen Jeffords Bamberg, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
Derek William Adams _______ Calhoun Falls, SC *Russell Dean Henderson ________ Johnscon, SC 
Michael Ashley Brown II Lake City, SC Tony Davis Kiger Mauldin, SC 
Brian Frederick Henderson Ninety Six, SC Spencer Lee Warner Greenwood, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
*Rachel Elizabeth Austin. _____ ___ Columbia, SC •••Shannon May Headley Columbia, SC 
*Amanda Joelle Baruth Yonken;, NY t**Lindsey Micael Hendrix Greer, SC 
*Lauren Ashley Bright Boiling Springs, SC Tegan Michel Honeycutt Lancaster, SC 
*Kelly Ann Brooks Kennett Square, PA Virginia Katherine Hutchens Sumter, SC 
***Amanda Denise Brown Cope, SC *Stephanie Irene Johnson Yonges Island, SC 
*Kristin Adele Catter Rembert, SC **Neely Kathryn McClain Greenville, SC 
Jessica Elizabeth Coleman Goose Creek, SC Rachel Elizabeth McCormick Crouse, NC 
Caroline Jo Davis Forest City, NC Kimberly Lynn Pluta Orangeburg, SC 
*Jenevia Marie Davis York, SC ***Joshua Ryan Powell Clemson, SC 
Mary Caroline Davis Summerville, SC Brian Scott Rakauskas Lemont, IL 
*Sterling Elizabeth Davis Greenwood, SC Rachel Oliver Cooper Scarborough ____ Charleston, SC 
Stephany Lazar Donoghue Chatsworth, NJ Meghan Lara Shoemaker H ii ton Head Island, SC 
t***Laura Katherine Dunbar Waxhaw, NC *John Daniel Soileau Sumter, SC 
Rebekah Gail Edens Belton, SC *Sean Allen Stewatt Rock Hill, SC 
Steven Robert Epstein Mt Pleasant, SC Samantha J Willis Easley, SC 
Candice Jean Browning Funderburk Pageland, SC *Emily H Wilson Columbia, SC 
Amanda Marie Garcia Iva, SC *Sarah Marie Youn West Columbia, SC 
Alexander Briggs Hamilton Rock Hill, SC 
Biochemistry 
t**Erica Rene Anden;on ________ Pendleton, SC **Kyle Paul Heim---------- Boulder, CO 
t***Matthew Gene Balden;ton Chesapeake, VA T any Alan Koontz II Virginia Beach, VA 
John Neilson Barry Simpsonville, SC t*Mario Alejandro Machado Spartanburg, SC 
Joshua Michael Blackwell Inman, SC Lindsey Ann McKinney Greenville, SC 
Miller Kathryn Blalock Warrensville, NC *Matthew Warren Pruitt Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Tara M Chamblee Anden;on, SC Adam Christopher Stevens Florence, SC 
t***Thomas Adam Criswell Mt Pleasant, SC **Leidamarie Tirado Okarie, SC 
Blake Parker Fall Chester, MD t**Matthew Douglas Ward Derwood, MD 
Ryan Andrew Fernandes Greenville, SC Paige Marie Ward Seneca, SC 
t••Jamie Michelle Garner Germantown, TN 
Biological Sciences 
**Sarah Allison Brown Aiken, SC Lindsey Ann Edwards __________ Lyman, SC 
Allison Laura Clark Raynham, MA Joshua Wayne Evans Manning, SC 
Lindsay Allyse Clark Summerville, SC *Kyle Phillip Evatt Anden;on, SC 
t*Charles GeorgeCoffaro Mack, OH *Tracy Elizabeth Fabian Virginia Beach, VA 
**James Andrew Cogburn Greenwood, SC *Emily Lauren Feaster Batesburg, SC 
***Anthony Michael Consonery ___ Simpsonville, SC *Michael Thomas Fitzgerald Man;hfield, MA 
Angela Victoria Covington Blenheim, SC WhitneyTyreeF!eming Chazleston, WV 
**Brittany Lauren Crosby Charleston, SC **Vincent Morris Friehe Anderson, SC 
••Alexander Thomas Damron Salem, SC John Robert Goldston Surfside Beach, SC 
Glenda Alise Dredden Columbia, SC tCameron Edward Golightly Columbia, SC 
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Biological Sciences {continued) 
t***Angela Marie Gomey _______ Hartsville, SC *Christine Ann Mollineaux ______ Lexington, KY 
t**Scott K Graupner Rock Hill, SC t***Helen Amelia Moses Sumter, SC 
Charlton Heath Hale Six Mile, SC t*Charles A Mowlajko Anderson, SC 
t***Jessica Lauren Hanson Grand Forks, ND Stephanie Renee Nebel Utica, PA 
**Emily Elizabeth Hardeman Charleston, SC *Amy Christine Osguthorpe Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Sarah Anne Harmon Greenville, SC Ashley Victoria Owens Dorchester, SC 
*Rachel Catherine Harrison Anderson, SC t**Caitlin Ryan Palazola Memphis, 1N 
Russell William Hawkins Boiling Springs, SC James Wade Pitts, Jr. Anderson, SC 
*Harskin Hayes,Jr. Manning, SC t**Allison Anne Praktish Simpsonville, SC 
t**Rebecca Christine Hendrix Fort Mill, SC Brandon Wyatt Ragsdale Pickens, SC 
*Lauren Nichole Hill Boiling Springs, SC *Joseph Chandler Ritchie North Augusta, SC 
Benjamin Aaron Hilton Kingsport, TN t**Samantha Taylor Saunders Richmond, VA 
Cassidy Phillip Hoehn Kennewick, WA t**Sara Katherine Shugart Greer, SC 
*Thomas Griffin Holland Seneca, SC Stefanie Lynn Simpson North Augusta, SC 
t*Patrick Michael Jackson Greenville, SC t*RobertCraig Sineath, Jr. Hanahan, SC 
*Elliott Breon Jiles Summerville, SC Felicia Kaschera Smith Johns Island, SC 
Patrick M Kennedy Bristol, TN Ryan Mark Stenvall Randolph, NJ 
t***Sean Tyler Kitch Summerville, SC *Ashley Cannon Tankersley Greer, SC 
Edward Louis Leven III New Orleans, LA **John Graham Theisen Greer, SC 
Sean Patrick McGee St Helena Island, SC Jessica Carol Tolley Charleston, SC 
*Laura Ann Middleton Greenville, SC Logan Shay Toth Lawrenceville, GA 
*Shaida Nasser Moghaddassi Simpsonville, SC Robert Charles Valerio Syracuse, NY 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
Drew Gardner Getty ________ Lawrenceville, GA Cassandra Halley Smith __________ Union, SC 
Carmen Rochelle Grogan Landrum, SC George Stephen Strickland Moncks Corner, SC 
t**Samueljames Murray Middletown, CT Robert Daniel Tew Lawrenceville, GA 
Julia Anna Polan Greer, SC **Anna Christine Treado Poolesville, MD 
Daniel Adam Rich Lexington, SC *Amanda Davis Tripp Charleston, SC 
t***Cas.5andra Dionne Smith Duncan, SC Marc Andrew Vincent Potomac, MD 
Food Science 
*Abigail Jane Culin __________ Central, SC Kenneth Lamar Lee __________ Greenville, SC 
Danielle Lee Dimitroff Seneca, SC **Shawn Matthew Lyons Cincinnati, OH 
Matthew Paul Dusinberre Ithaca, NY Kristy Elizabeth Maddox Thomson, GA 
Rebecca Leanne Gartman Orangeburg, SC Amy Elizabeth McEachin Florence, SC 
Melissa Ann Hardee Conway, SC Christopher Ryan Munsey Roanoke, VA 
Rachel E Harris Cincinnati, OH Mark Emory Phillips Orangeburg, SC 
Meredith Rhys Harter Towson, MD Adam Roy Shaffer Greenwood, SC 
t**Michelle Marie Hill Winder, GA t***Kelly Ann Verdin St Leonard, MD 
*Katie Marie Harm Anderson, SC *Laura A Wilson Seneca, SC 
t**Sara Alison Kolodzaike Maumee, OH 
Forest Resource Management 
Christopher Bradley Bailey _______ Hampton, SC Benjamin Jacob Kendall ________ Fon Mill, SC 
Richard B Coker Hartsville, SC jack Richard Parker Athens, GA 
Tripp Nichol Dowling Orangeburg, SC Craig James Robinson Clover, SC 
*Stephen Ernest Floyd, Jr. Clinton, SC Wesley James Sketo Lexington, SC 
Genetics 
Jon Manning Coleman Saluda, SC t***Chelsea Lynne Reighard _______ Clemson, SC 
Thomas Daniel Crowder Hodges, SC Andrew McCutcheon Sawyer Irmo, SC 
t**Charles Andrew Daly Charleston, SC *Brennan Joseph Shutt Plymouth, MN 
Richard Cochran Gillette, Jr. ___ Hilton Head Island, SC t***Jarrod Robert Smith Hanover, PA 
t***Logan Amanda Grier Blacksburg, SC t***Eric Nicholas Stashko Chapel Hill, NC 
Kevin Walsh Hackett Chesapeake, VA Daniel Ely Stein Greenville, SC 
Rachel Leigh Mclaurin Houston, TX *Elizabeth Holland Taylor Greenville, SC 
*Andrew Robert Medvec Marlton, NJ t**Daniel P Williams Harrstown, PA 
Horticulture 
Jeremy B Bab---,----,-------- Campobello, SC Rhett Hane Taber, Jr. _________ Fon Motte, SC 
Mark Davidson Elingbu Greenwood, SC *john Hamlin Weston Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Ryan Michael Knauer Easley, SC James Mason Wilson Columbia, SC 
Microbiology 
*Sandra Haggai Bediako _________ Tucker, GA t***Aileen Kristin Kucsera ___ Stirling, United Kingdom 
James Alben Davila, Jr. Columbia, SC Samantha Janette Metts North Charleston, SC 
Todd Bennett Driesse Simpsonville, SC Mark Christopher Pierce Atlanta, GA 
Timothy Joseph Furphy Slidell, LA Stephanie Erin Riffle Laytonsville, MD 
t*Sarah Elizabeth Hargrave Montgomery, AL t••Seth Pattick Vining Rock Hill, SC 
Monica Elizabeth Kasse Bellbrook, OH Trenton Caleb Williams Taylors, SC 
*Robert Walter Kawa Surfside Beach, SC 
Packaging Science 
Sarah Elizabeth Anders -------- Greenville, SC Brian Patrick Kniery __________ Roswell, GA 
Stephen Keith Bacon Columbia, SC Brian K Mennerich Newburgh, NY 
Donald Anthony Dinch,Jr. Greenville, SC *Mehgan Ashley Peterson Greenville, SC 
Michael Casey Doherty Florence, SC ***Glen Alan Potter Jacksonville, FL 
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Packaging Science (continued) 
*Anna Marie Shealy ~--------~~Greer, SC Matthew Jon Wilson ______ North Charleston, SC 
Matthew R Swendrzynski Columbia, SC 
Pre--professional Studies 
Robert Jordan Counts II ________ Abbeville, SC *Bridget Ann Floyd _________ Charleston, SC 
Turfgrass 
Michael Andrew Boucher -------- Chesnee, SC Michael Ellis Molton _________ Augusta, GA 
**Robert Billings Cross Ill Aiken, SC Zachary Austin Roach Seneca, SC 
Justin Patrick Dale Moore, SC Daniel Ellison Sinclair Goose Creek, SC 
Justin Gray Dixon Savannah, GA Steven T Stuber Florence, SC 
Kyle Douglas Guess Peachtree City, GA Anthony Nicholas Tosh Wilkes-Barre, PA 
Gregory William Jones Williamsburg, VA Daniel Alexander Trueman Gastonia, NC 
Eric Michael Martin Pomaria, SC Jeffrey Robert Yeager Haddonfield, NJ 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
*John Simeon Asbill _________ ~ohnston, SC Julien Theodore Melchers lV ______ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Bryan D Baker Summerville, SC Kevin Donald Niedringhaus Rock Hill, SC 
Keith Jordan Beny Newbeny, SC *Cherisse Renee Smeal Greenville, SC 
Nancy Logan Bonner Mt Pleasant, SC Jason Grant Worthy Pacolet, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
CLIFfON SM EGAN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Savannah Llen Camp ---=~------Chapin, SC Martin Michael Manning ______ .Surfside Beach, SC 
*Caroline Catherine Anne Glenn Seneca, SC Yuself Auden Mazyck Anderson, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Harkleroad Lilburn, GA *Gregory Dean Swinton Mt Pleasant, SC 
Daniel Alexander Hodge Fort Mill, SC Laura G Verch Columbia, SC 
*Christopher Wayne Johnson Clemson, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
**Sara E Anrrich __________ Columbia, SC Robert Hamer Manning __________ Latta, SC 
Joshua Seth Crawford Peak, SC Christopher R Merrick Sumter, SC 
Melissa Jane Discepolo Columbia, SC Jeremiah Daniel Sexton Taylors, SC 
*Robert Christopher Glass Greenville, SC **Allison Marie Spiker Adamsville, OH 
Ryan Richard Herczfeld Waterville, OH *Carrie Lynn Trebil Summerton, SC 
**Caroline Fripp Jones Summerville, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
t***Jill Marie Allen ________ Birmingham, AL Derek Albert Ingram Catawba, SC 
*Amy Elizabeth Altman Anden;on, SC Salvador Jimenez Walhalla, SC 
Richard Braden Baxley Marion, SC *Kyle David Kiser Anderson, SC 
**Brandon Ray Benzing Easley, SC Teny Louis Lacio Columbia, SC 
Christopher Reid Bradley Kershaw, SC *Joseph Wilhelm Lane Columbia, SC 
Sara Ashley Brown Society Hill, SC "'*Patrick Holt Lee Columbia, SC 
James Leonard Cain II Knoxville, TN Amanda Inger Lindsay Stafford, VA 
Amanda Louise Carter Chapin, SC Christopher Reed Loyal, Jr. North Augusta, SC 
*Robert Anthony Cates Irmo, SC Gerald R Mackey Lancaster, SC 
Ryan Pattick Cloonan Lyman, SC *Timothy Robert Malinowski, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Natasha Michelle Cock Hephzibah, GA Kyle L Masters Fort Mill, SC 
*Robert Spencer Cooney Alpharetta, GA Jennifer Lyn McCabe Irmo, SC 
*Megan Elisabeth Craig Martinez, GA *Charles Paul Miraziz Spartanburg, SC 
**Robert Brewster Eleazer Chesnee, SC Eric Matthew Nevel Anderson, SC 
Jessica Lynn Folk Inman, SC t** Adam Benjamin New Folly Beach, SC 
**Emily Kay Fournier Williamsburg. VA Stephanie Nichole Posda Mt Pleasant, SC 
***Janis Ruth Fowler Mountain Rest, SC Andrew Porter Rogerson Murrell's Inlet, SC 
***Mark Allen Gettys Greenville, SC *Gregory Thomas Scarmo Cheshire, CT 
Blane Alan Hammerlund Charleston, SC *Toni Marie Sena Summerville, SC 
Travis Charles Harrison Mountain Rest, SC Brittany Miranda Smith Rock Hill, SC 
Elyse Marie Harvey Harrisburg, PA t**N icholas Svilar Orange Village, OH 
*Amanda Cody Hayden Watertown, CT **Dale Edward Van Slam brook, Jr. ___ Goose Creek, SC 
Matthew Ronald Holtzman Smithsburg, MD Vincent Andrew Vumbaco Nashua, NH 
Christopher Daniel Houck Crofton, MD Quiesha Takeya Wade Rembert, SC 
Katherine Fisher Howell Greenville, SC *Sarah Elizabeth Wade Daniel Island, SC 
*Sarah Nicole Hucker Easley, SC * Arcemiy N Zheltov Moscow, Russia 
Communication Studies 
t"'Brian Wayne Ammons _________ Chapin, SC **Marjorie May Buckner--------- Cypress, TX 
**Catherine Georgeanne Atkins Hartsville, SC Aileen Renee Burdette Easley, SC 
May Kammer Avant Birmingham, AL Whitney Livingston Chipley Florence, SC 
Jennifer Nicole Benner La Plata, MD Sarah Elizabeth Christmus Newbeny, SC 
Lauren Elise Blair Manassas, VA Cassidy Christine Cleveland Bellbrook, OH 
**Stephanie Grace Boyter Columbia, SC t***Russell Grant Cox Florence, SC 
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Communication Studies {continued) 
Rebecca Mary Daniels ________ Huntersville, NC t**Elizabeth Weyant McNamara. ____ ~Rockville, MD 
Mary Kathryn Dempsey Beaufort, SC Lindsay Jordan Merrill Ormond Beach, FL 
Jay Michael Dulka Scituate, MA *Meredith Leigh Miller Spartanburg, SC 
Paul Andrew Eulette Alpharetta, GA Jacqua Shevah Morrison Moreno Valley, CA 
*Lauren Elizabeth Fine Inman, SC William Andrew Orr Alpharetta, GA 
*Christen Caralee Foster Greer, SC Tia S Perry Fairburn, GA 
William Poter Gladden III Rock Hill, SC *Drew Harrison Powell Charlotte, NC 
Brian Joseph Gleason Clifton, VA Meredith Gardner Reaves Harcsville, SC 
t*Nicole Le'nette Goodrich Irmo, SC Kaylin Johanna Richards Simpsonville, SC 
James Lee Hamilton Rock Hill, SC *Meredith Leigh Riddick Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Kristen Leigh Hartman Shelton, CT Ashley Elizabeth Rigter Mt Pleasant, SC 
Juliana Sabbath Kumari Haywood Anderson, SC *Hannah Elizabeth Ross Marion, NC 
Amanda Michelle Hiffa Johns Creek, GA *Scott Edwin Sampson Aiken, SC 
Lee Elizabeth Hilderbrand Central, SC Megan Christine Shores McLean, VA 
*Michael Carter Hubbard North Augusta, SC Lauren Hart Simpson Nashville, TN 
Elizabeth Harding Ingram Greer, SC Ashley E Smith Kinnelon, NJ 
*Christie Michelle Jackson Coatesville, PA *Kevin Allen Smith Charleston, SC 
*Emily Sheridan Lynch Lake Wylie, SC Jennifer Alexandra Uehlecke Concord, MA 
*Jo Christen Mayberry Kennesaw, GA Laura Leigh Wright Hilton Head Island, SC 
Haley Catherine McClure Greenville, SC **Abigail Pamela Zuiderveld Rocky River, OH 
English 
t**Amy Margaret Bickett ________ Anderson, SC Elizabeth Cooney Murphy _____ North Kingstown, RI 
*Casey James Burdette Fountain Inn, SC Ruston Wesley Neely Chapin, SC 
*Elizabeth Langston Culler Lugoff, SC *Jeannie Oanh Nguyen Charlotte, NC 
*Lauren Elizabeth Decker Charleston, SC *Jacob Wayne North Roswell, NM 
Michael Richard DeHart Cumming, GA Shelvis Lee Ponds, Jr. Bethune, SC 
t•••Lauren Elizabeth Foshee Mt Pleasant, SC Anneliese Barquero Reid Kennesaw, GA 
*Jonathan Lance Garren Greenville, SC *Sarah Michelle Replogle Hilton Head Island, SC 
t**Colleen Elizabeth Gleeson Harrington, DE James Dudley Robbins Abington, CT 
Lindsay Anne Harris Myrtle Beach, SC Jennifer Lauren Salane Columbia, SC 
Romare PR Hodges North Charleston, SC Isabel Marie Smith Rio Piedras, PR 
Amanda Kerrigan Manasquan, NJ Bart Michael Sorce Great Falls, VA 
Scott Lawrence Laforge Clemson, SC *Jamie Leigh Stancil Lexington, SC 
*Jacob Matthew Lappi Greer, SC *Elizabeth Clift Tipton Memphis, TN 
*Zachary Moses Mandell Warwick, RI Lauren Ashley Vanmeter Greenville, SC 
*Alyssa Marie Mander Winter Springs, FL *Jessica Anne Vierela Roswell, GA 
Mary Elizabeth McDaniel Bishopville, SC Camille Brianne Whitten Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Bridgett Thomason Molony Beaufort, SC *Kathryn Frances Wickliffe Greenville, SC 
History 
t**Robyn Elizabeth Adams Springfield, VA t•••Korin McKenzie Knight Columbia, SC 
*Chelsea Jane Bacher Chagrin Falls, OH **James Hampton Maners Rock Hill, SC 
Raymond Coleman Barnard Beaufort, SC Jose Alejandro Molina Houston, TX 
Jonathan Daniel Bate Clemson, SC Stuart Rollins Moore Lexington, SC 
*Thomas Joshua Bell Greenville, SC Abigail Carson Myers Cedarburg, WI 
Christina Sue Blake Newmarket, NH Matthew McLeod Neely Columbia, SC 
**Laura Vanfleet Bridges Greenville, SC Daniel Anthony Niemeier St Louis, MO 
*Matthew Joseph Cloninger Bessemer Ciry, NC Kendall Reaves Orders Greenville, SC 
**Matthew Adam Crennan Eascpon, NY *Deanna Lee Panetta Cumming, GA 
t•••John Patrick Dixon Idaho Falls, ID *Whitney Elaine Edmonds Patterson ___ Anderson, SC 
David George Duford, Jr. Spencerport, NY Webb Addison Potter Orangeburg, SC 
Victorino Manes Echague,Jr. ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC Charles Alexander Miller Pringle Clemson, SC 
t••Susan Kathryn Eckman St Charles, IL Steven Michael Roach Rock Hill, SC 
**Rachael C Estep Clemson, SC Ryan Eugene Smith Easley, SC 
Andrea M Evans Walhalla, SC ColieJacob Stancil Lexington, SC 
t**Peter James Ganyard Lorton, VA Paul Jacob Stansell Greer, SC 
**Sally Melissa Gillespie Pickens, SC Caroline Cleveland Stockdale Pittsford, NY 
William Durell Goodman Ill Bluffton, SC Roy West Talbert Irmo, SC 
***Andrew Richard Hand Moore, SC John Dillard Thornhill Richmond, VA 
Katherine M Holt Geneva, IL Sarah Ann Vosburgh Clemson, SC 
**William Andrew Horton, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Language and International Trade 
**LauraJane Beattie=----------,,.,- Newark, OH **Jonathan Matthew Luttrell ______ --,Bristol, TN 
*Virginia Christine Carpenter Blythewood, SC t***Caroline Elizabeth Martin Pickens, SC 
MaryEllis Deacon Richmond, VA t*Kattina Nichole McDavid Greenville, SC 
Kyle Robert Finke Simpsonville, SC Carolina Alves de Lima Salge Sao Paulo, Brazil 
*Catherine Melissa Fitzsimons Summerville, SC Jessica Lee Schlueter Rochester, NY 
*Meredith Martin Getty.; Rock Hill, SC *Margaret Keenan Spain Mt Pleasant, SC 
Abby Lauren Heideger Mableton, GA Derrison Steer Fairfax Station, VA 
Nicole Latasha Lane Burke, VA Laura Lee Ward Simpsonville, SC 
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Modern Languages 
Jonathan Daniel Bate _________ Clemson, SC Catherine Craig Roberts ________ Greenville, SC 
Andrew N Corontzes Clemson, SC t***Stephanie Lauren Rube Chapin, SC 
*Brett David Ellis Oak Hill, VA Jennifer Lynn Serio Duluth, GA 
Tony Alan Koontz II Virginia Beach, VA john Nelson Sewell Roswell, GA 
**Renee Odette Mclendon Greenville, SC *Lindsey Allison McMillion Landrum, SC 
t**Kathetine Elizabeth Rinshed Lakeland, FL **Erin Renee Young Dorchester, SC 
Philosophy 
t**Eric Andrew Bryan ________ Summerville, SC ***Philippa Katherine Lieber _____ Salt Lake City, UT 
*Thomas Michael Bryant Jacksonville, FL *Daniela Christine Scoggins Pensacola, FL 
*Charles Alexander Cable Piedmont, SC *)ye Scott Shafer College Station, TX 
t**Kerry Anne Hegarty Greet, SC Leonard Kent Webster Chicago, IL 
Jacob Thomas Knoop Summit, NJ Ashley Nicole Yon Beaufort, SC 
Thomas Whitney Lammons Greenville, SC *Kaitlin Caswell Young Richboro, PA 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
*David Joseph Agee---------- Bluffton, SC Laura Michelle Jones---------- Easley, SC 
Christophet Zungoli Bellinger Pendleton, SC **Jeff Randon McLaren ConyetS, GA 
Elizabeth Eileen Colson Huntsville, AL *Ann Sheldon Paschal Columbia, SC 
*Elizabeth Baninger Finley Sunset, SC Grayson Robert Price Powell Columbia, SC 
Anthony Guice Goodin Greer, SC John Mark Sawyet Columbia, SC 
*Elizabeth Hutchinson Harvey Walhalla, SC Jana Michelle Strauss Greenwood, SC 
Megan Michelle Hildebrand Marietta, GA 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Architecture and Psychology 
Clifford Daniel Hammonds IV ____ Whigham, GA 
Communication Studies and Spanish 
*Brittany Calaria Ross Sunrise, FL 
English and History 
***Claire Elizabeth Hammes ______ Charleston, SC **Megan Elisa Rentschler -------- Leesport, PA 
German and History 
**Samuel Thadeus Scurry _______ Saluda, SC 
History and Spanish 
t*Elizabeth Genevieve Wilson ____ Kingwood, TX 
Language and International Trade and Spanish 
***John David Hinson Heath Springs, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
*Carly Kathryn Aasen _________ Marietta, GA ***John Davidson Mackorell, Jr. ____ Murrell's Inlet, SC 
***Jason Aaron Anthony Pendleton, SC Kyle L Masters Forr Mill, SC 
**John Austin Ashmore Lake Wylie, SC **Walker Casey Mathews, Jr. Nashville, TN 
Keith Riser Aull !I Columbia, SC *Christopher John McKee Westminster, SC 
*John David Babb Moore, SC *Colin Keith Merrill Hollywood, SC 
Richard Adam Barnes Acworth, GA Christopher Dowell Morgan Starr, SC 
Bruce Kevin Baynard Greer, SC Jeff Michael Morton Aiken, SC 
*Shawn Harold Clark St Louis, MO *Matthew Holmes Mundy Columbia, SC 
Thomas Zachary Cooper Hendersonville, NC Eric Matthew Nevel Anderson, SC 
Durward Ross Cromer Duluth, GA **Bradley Earl Nolan Easley, SC 
Murray Lamar Davis III Sparranburg, SC Matthew G Peets Beaufort, SC 
Jordan Samuel Ellenberg Easley, SC Chad Michael Perkins Greenwood, SC 
Scott Patrick English Seneca, SC Joshua Scott Robbins Moncks Comer, SC 
Jared Hansford Faw Sumter, SC Frankie B Rogers Bennettsville, SC 
Kurtis Heath Fields Pickens, SC Brodie Francis Scanlin Hilton Head Island, SC 
Joseph Worth Gambill III North Augusta, SC *Eric Taylor Segale Atlanta, GA 
Simone Chavez Gardner Taylors, SC Alexander Hoke Skarell Isle of Palms, SC 
*Dominic Antonio Giannini Fruitland Park, FL Banning M Stack Cramerton, NC 
Anthony Micheal Greene Th0maston, GA Britton Jay Taylor North, SC 
Chris G Haymes Simpsonville, SC Kathryn Alexandra Taylor Alpharetta, GA 
Justin W Holsonback Prosperity, SC *Andrew D T umer North Charleston, SC 
David A Keels Columbia, SC Matthew Ewing Williams Charleston, SC 
*john A Knox Greenville, SC Davis M Yoakum Beaufort, SC 
**Sabrina Jorden Levine Danville, CA 
Language and International Health 
(Language and International Healch is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities and the College of Health, Education, and Human Development.) 
t***Ashley Paige Desforge _____ Hendersonville, NC 
Lauren Beth First Naperville, IL 
*Andrea Nicole Moreno -~------Greenville, SC 
t***Chelsea Lynne Reighard Clemson, SC 
t**Katherinejoyce Kavanagh Sparranburg, SC Greta Elizabeth Tholsrrup Chapin, SC 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
CLAUDE C LILLY Ill, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
t***Jill Marie Allen ~-------Birmingham, AL Harold Patrick Hughes Columbia, SC 
t**Mary Elizabeth Anderson Spartanburg, SC Zachary Dakota Hughes Hagerstown, MD 
Luke Andrew Baker Pickens, SC t**Samuel Balfour Joyner Ill Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Laura Jane Beattie Newark, OH t*Krisrine Renee Farrar Koutout ___ North Augustai SC 
Samuel Carl Cook Taylors, SC *Eric Scott Mixon Columbia, SC 
Joshua Jackson Courtney Aiken, SC Vittorio Pellizzari Lasne, Belgium 
*Alexandru Cupsan Arion, Belgium *Audrey Renier Brussels, Belgium 
Patrick William Daley Monterey, CA Brert Michael Rhye Charleston, SC 
Landon Breazeale Davis Anderson, SC Elena Suzanne Shorb Plymouth, MA 
t*** Adam B Griffis Spartanburg, SC *Andrew William Vaughan Clover, SC 
Scott John Grupp Alpharetta, GA Sean Winter Watterson Richmond, VA 
Clifford Padgett Hodge Ill Irmo, SC Kenneth M Williams Anderson, SC 
Megan Alexandra Hoffman Greenville, SC **Nuria Zufia Pamplona, Spain 
Political Science 
Jarrett Ramos Lewis ---,c------- Charlotte, NC 
t**William Wells Massengill Rock Hill, SC 
Ryan Mclane Bartkowski, _________ Medford, NJ 
Charles David Coats Newberry, SC 
Anrwaun Marquis Dennis Anderson, SC •Amanda Suzanne McDonald Tomball, TX 
*James Henry Downing North Attleboro, MA *Kelly Marie McDonough Simpsonville, SC 
Takeo Dunlap Ladys Island, SC Colleen Gale McGarity Hagerstown, MD 
Dennis Francis Fitzgerald Malden, MA t*Corrie Elizabeth Morrow Greenville, SC 
Kevin Joseph Firz.simmons Greer, SC *Nevin Elizabeth Murkley Radnor, PA 
Diarra RaShonda Glaze Beaufort, SC Brandon Patrick Nichols Clemson, SC 
Stephanie Marie Goodwin Lake Forest, IL Jordan A Perkins Irvine, CA 
Omar Taylor Haque Clemson, SC **Elizabeth Anne Platt Glastonbury, CT 
John Mark Hendrick III Conway, SC Charles Edward Polley Stafford, VA 
***Beth Renee Hershey Greenville, SC Anna Cecile Rabon Conway, SC 
Katherine M Holt Geneva, IL Morgan Lynn Simmons Rowesville, SC 
Harold Patrick Hughes Columbia, SC Latonya Gail Sims Hopkins, SC 
*Corey Vaughn Humbur Bethesda, MD Lindsay Elizabeth Stewart Rock Hill, SC 
t**Elizabeth FernandeJennings Seattle, WA Lindsey Diane Tinkler Easley, SC 
Brandon Michael Large Union, MO Mark Warren Vahle Quincy, IL 
•Andrew Rutledge Laurens Greer, SC Kevin Alexander Wilcox Simpsonville, SC 
Jennifer Elizabeth Levasseur Clemson, SC 
Psychology 
*Sheila Ryan Anthony--------- Raleigh, NC Claire Gloria Kosloski--------- Anderson, SC 
Jamie Lee Barnes Greenville, SC *Kaitlyn Car~ Kraintz Lexington, SC 
t**N icholas Matthew Beck Clemson, SC Rebecca D Leach Bloomington, IL 
Brittany Colleen Bennett Hollywood, MD Katherine B Martin Piedmont, SC 
*Julie Marie-Christine Bolt Charleston, SC Lindsay Russell Matthews Marietta, GA 
Susanne Masche Brackin Gwynedd Valley, PA t•••Jessica Leigh McCain Sandy Springs, SC 
*Amanda Christine Bragg Taylors, SC Patrick Thomas Napolski Lisle, IL 
Mary Bailey Buchanan Aiken, SC Jordan Elizabeth Neeley Greenwood, SC 
Melissa Paige Connell Marietta, GA Lauren Nicole Penland Roswell, GA 
Joshua Jackson Courtney Aiken, SC Henry S Reynolds Aiken, SC 
Antwaun Marquis Dennis Anderson, SC *Kelly Anne Riggins Duxbury, MA 
Gary Roberr Ewing Irmo, SC Mallory Parks Rodgers Memphis, TN 
Dana Nichole Floyd Easley, SC Andrew Colberr Ross Woodstock, GA 
Richard Brandon Garris Conway, SC t•••Kelly Nicole Simpson Simpsonville, SC 
Whimey Nicole Glenn Pottstown, PA Christopher Brian Smith Lexington, SC 
*Lindsey Arlene Hammond Greer, SC Michael Adger Smith Greenville, SC 
***Julia Susanne Haynie Isle of Palms, SC **Jordan Rachel Vogt Alpharetta, GA 
**Amber Holly Hewitt Florence, SC **Jill Marie Wagner North Attleboro, MA 
Deborah Rochelle Hochmuth Greer, SC Sierra Klopstock Wait Porter Corners, NY 
Mary Jane Huey Taylors, SC Ryan Joseph Wilson Summerville, SC 
***Emma Eulean Humbard Goose Creek, SC **Kimball Elizabeth Zane Ease Greenbush, NY 
Sinwook Kim Clemson, SC 
Sociology 
*Jonathan Michael Abercrombie ____ Goose Creek, SC Stephen Joseph Fowler II _______ Bennettsville, SC 
Rebecca Elizabeth Acker Anderson, SC John Malcolm Garrison Ill Suwanee, GA 
**Shannon Rebecca Batson Mauldin, SC **Laurel Anne Goggans Douglas, GA 
*Vernita Nicole Boone Tampa, FL Kimberly Catherine H Sheboygan, WI 
**Kimberly Blair Brendle Wetumpka, AL Shelley Mary Herrmann Ocean Gate, NJ 
•Ana Maria Clay Columbia, SC Alicia Lynn Jordan Anchorage, AK 
Austin Elise Culberrson Columbia, SC Kristin Leigh-Marie Karfgin Gambrills, MD 
Moreemi A Davis Elko, GA Meghan Lindsay Knowles Irmo, SC 
*Meagan Sanford Doeve Lilburn, GA *Laura Ann Laflamme Jupiter, FL 
Nicole Marie Fallone Arlington, VA Courrney Amber Lawrence Redondo Beach, CA 
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Sociology (continued) 
Alison Barrett Levy --------- Bethesda, MD April Channel Smith _________ Holly Hill, SC 
Jessica Ann Monson Beaufort, SC Brittany Nicole Steele Greenville, SC 
*Casey Leigh Murphy Marietra, GA Danielle Nicole Taylor Long Island, NY 
•••Helen A Papadopoulos Georgetown, SC Caroline Rose Unsworth Greenville, SC 
Samuel Lee Petry Abbeville, AL *Rachel Ann Voytko Mt Pleasant, SC 
Daniel Steelman Phillips Huntersville, NC *Megan Lee Wade Rock Hill, SC 
t•• Amy Elizabeth Pruitt Columbia, SC Michelle Elizabethanne Wade Moncks Comet, SC 
Katherine Mae Richbe Anderson, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
Chelsea Stewart Windermere, FL 
Economics and Political Science 
Ashley Marie Felker--------- Charlotte, NC t•Justin Buford Stone _________ Lake City, SC 
Economics and Spanish 
••Angela Paola Escobar Greer, SC 
English and Political Science 
Frances Suzanne Hafner Easley, SC 
History and Political Science 
Thomas Hunt Spencer Greer, SC 
Psychology and Sociology 
t•••jaimi Lauren Donald -------- Seneca, SC *Julian McCain Montaquila ____ Winston-Salem, NC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Stephen Daniel Blizzard ________ Townville, SC Mykel Ellen Mabty __________ GulfBreeze, FL 
David Matthew Bray Chapin, SC Caroline Marie Maxwell Greenville, SC 
Ashley Marie Brouillette Laurens, SC Michelle Monique Metcereau Rock Hill, SC 
Christopher john Buckliew Hopkins, SC *Grayson Patric Miller Roswell, GA 
*Diana Cathryn Connelly New Hartford, CT James Scott Nold Summerville, SC 
t•Tara Renee Davis College Station, TX Lauren Casey Oglesby Hilton Head Island, SC 
Christopher J DeMarco Marlboro, NJ Melany R Pannell Greenville, SC 
*Ryan David Downin Greenville, SC *Whitney Lynn Pearce Sugar Land, TX 
*Crystal Dawn Edney Walhalla, SC Chasidy Hope Poole Anderson, SC 
Jenna Curtissmith Etrel Charlotte, NC Trevor Joseph Robetts Burnt Hills, NY 
Andrew Charles Fiorenza Atlanta, GA Benjamin Patrick Ross Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Lauren Renee Floyd James Island, SC Jackson Price Snader Simpsonville, SC 
Nicholas Charles Holletbach Clifton, VA Holden Elizabeth Sours Atlanta, GA 
**Benjamin Joseph Holloway Easley, SC *Katherine Elizabeth Spaugh Easley, SC 
Derek Samuel Hunter Columbia, SC t•Kelly Nicole Spring Salisbuty, MD 
*Kimberly Brooke James Easley, SC t*Williamjames Taylor Ill Mebane, NC 
Jason Craddock Jaynes Lexington, SC •••Stephanie Arlene Wald West Union, SC 
Melinda C Lindsey Anderson, SC Zachary Tyler Waters II Summerville, SC 
Economics 
t**Eric Andrew Bryan ________ Summerville, SC Clayton john Kolarik ________ Suttons Bay, MI 
Christopher Daniel Cantrell Columbia, SC Timothy George Lack Summerville, SC 
t•••Thomas Adam Criswell Mt Pleasant, SC Charles Lander Greer, SC 
Christopher Michael DeGiovanni Flemington, NJ *Kaelyn Whitney McClary Lane, SC 
Emily DuBreuil Nanuet, NY *Theodoros Thomas Migdalas Greenwood, SC 
Matthew Stephen Oyer Columbia, SC Henry Jared Murphy II West Long Branch, NJ 
James Hamilton Gattett III Hopkinton, MA William Arch Nobles IV Mullins, SC 
William Randolph Geisler North Augusta, SC Colin Roben Phillips Fayston, VT 
t**Corey Thomas Gillard Damascus, MD Travis Elonzia Price Sumter, SC 
Anthony Guice Goodin Greer, SC Michael Ray Randall Rock Hill, SC 
*Robetr Brookes Green Moore, SC john Roben Sama Wayne, NJ 
Brent Nicholas Holden Irmo, SC Thomas Camden Shealy Spartanburg, SC 
t*Jeffrey Michael Hulbert Beaufort, SC t*William Adam Ward Hanahan, SC 
t**Elizabeth Ann Kalecski Eastham, MA Nathan D Wise Blythewood, SC 
Financial Management 
••jennafer Marie Adkins--------- Easley, SC *Caroline Elizabeth Brewster ______ Brentwood, TN 
*Jonathan Ross Albano Chicago, IL Kyle Eugene Brown Westlake, OH 
Coty Michael Bearden Duluth, GA Rodney Dwayne Brown Johns Island, SC 
Megan Player Beasley Florence, SC Joseph Paul Bryan Stone Mountain, GA 
Tetry Brett Belt Manning, SC Stanton Timothy Bryan, Jr. Charlotte, NC 
t**Leah Elizabeth Bevill Duncan, SC Scott Bradley Buckman Alpharetta, GA 
*Hugh Morrison Blanton Florence, SC *Kathryn Leslie Cole Greer, SC 
t•Cathetine Elizabeth Blomquist Louisville, KY ••john William Cook Rock Hill, SC 
*Joseph Michael Bosse Mt Pleasant, SC *Clara Page Copley Spartanburg, SC 
Jennifer Mary Bravo Beverly, MA Ashley Adelade Dean Rock Hill, SC 
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Financial Management (continued) 
*Michael Eric Dodd Greenville, SC Wesley Dailey O'Quinn ________ Rock Hill, SC 
Jonathan Pearsey Douglas Coral Springs, FL Chad Riggin Owens Salisbury, MD 
*Benjamin David Drechsler Clover, SC **Sherold Edward Owens Hemingway, SC 
Grant Tyler Durham Mauldin, SC Rakesh R Patel Sparranburg, SC 
**Sarah Margaret Fitz Athens, GA **Joseph David Piorkowski lil Great Falls, VA 
William Frank Fitzgerald Greenville, SC Patrick BU.s.5ing Raisor Evansville, IN 
Paul Epps Floyd Concord, NC Jacob Christopher Ravan Moore, SC 
Timothy Joshua Gantt Aiken, SC Michael Rohen Rivers, Jr. Hilton Head Island, SC 
t***Walker Allen Gibson Charleston, SC Michael Emmett Robinson, Jr. Gaithersburg, MD 
**Jordan Joseph Griggs South Williamspon, PA *Jared Scott Robison McMurray, PA 
Jeffrey Thomas Grogan Columbus, OH **Lauren Neely Roper Rock Hill, SC 
Matrhew Joshua Heath Maninsville, VA Beth Michelle Rosner Atlanta, GA 
Mark Austin Heinold Leominster, MA **Jeffrey Lawrence Routh Baltimore, MD 
Garrett Tanner Hicklin Sparranburg, SC Kevin John Ryan Basking Ridge, NJ 
Douglas Jenkins Hogan Columbia, SC Whitney Wendt Sandison Columbia, MO 
John Russell Hughes Travelers Rest, SC Bradley Eaker Satterfield Spattanburg, SC 
Stephen Edward Isbill Central, SC Brian J Schiavone Syracuse, NY 
Brent Christopher Jones Charleston, SC *Jonathan Mark Schmidt Columbia, SC 
Jared Adam Kleiman Fruitland, MD Brock Michael Schnabel Winter Haven, FL 
t•• Allison Lee Lanzi Baltimore, MD Charles Daniel Schulz Ashburn, VA 
Anne-Rutledge Coleman Lautares ___ Virginia Beach, VA *Gregory John Schwindaman Jackson, MS 
Nicholas Michael Levy Columbia, SC Jeremy David Shockcor Morgantown, WV 
Brian Leslie Lounsbury II Alexandria, VA Scott Paul Sides Hamilton, OH 
Thomas Gaines Maclennan, Jr. Anderson, SC Nathaniel David Sittema Matthews, NC 
Elizabeth Marie Manin Atlanta, GA Danielle Marie Smith Cumming, GA 
Don Francis McClintock lil Pittsford, NY *Brian Paul Solomon Cincinnati, OH 
James Jefferson McDowell lll Lancaster, SC *Jonathan Gray Stewatt Simpsonville, SC 
*Marice Anne McGrady Columbia, SC t***Joshua Tyler Stone Piedmont, SC 
Kevin Eugene Melson Awendaw, SC t Alexander John Thomson Hamburg, NJ 
*Sally Rose Meyer Greenville, SC Kimberly Ann Vaughan Hilton Head Island, SC 
Jason Scott Miehle Seneca, SC Gill Fitzhugh Weathers Bowman, SC 
Phillip Benjamin Mitchum Charleston, SC ***Kelly Wilson Westermeier Taylors, SC 
Daniel Rohen Mizell Richmond, VA *Krystal Cornwell Wilhelm Rock Hill, SC 
Michael Samuel Mukofsky Columbia, SC t**Brett Carlyle Wise State College, PA 
Cara Magdalen Nardi Irmo, SC t•Raleigh J Wolfe New Orleans, LA 
*Daniel Charles Nelson Gaffney, SC **Kevin Raymond Wolff Essex, CT 
**Stephen Christopher Norris Greenville, SC John Woodard Apollo Beach, FL 
Karen Jean O'Grady Midlothian, VA 
Graphic Communications 
Christopher James Adams ________ Fon Mill, SC Erin Blane Kizer· Moncks Comer, SC 
Laurel Ann Allen Greer, SC **Sarah Elizabeth Kramer Pittsburgh, PA 
*Megan Rae Arms Greer, SC Graham A McArver Columbia, SC 
Jennifer Dale Boring Greenwood, SC Shaun Jeffrey McCallum Anderson, SC 
Joy Christen Bradford Sumter, SC Diana Christy McGuire Charlotte, NC 
Megan Elizabeth Branthover Dayton, MD Joshua Steven Mclntyte Central, SC 
*Holly Ann Cagle Greer, SC *Lindsey Allison McMillion Landrum, SC 
Keri E Deily Greenville, SC Desiree Lynn Peters Chapin, SC 
Heather Marie Dunn Fon Mill, SC Stephen Ernest Poole Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Laura Ann Effinger Columbia, SC Brandon D Rich Winter Park, FL 
Dawn Michelle Erickson Travelers Rest, SC *Douglas P Schreiber Lexington, SC 
**Allison Marie Ferri Mt Pleasant, SC •Anna Elizabeth Shumpert Lexington, SC 
*Tracy Michelle Free Lexington, SC Kelly Elizabeth Smith Greer, SC 
***Brittany Elise Garlington Greenville, SC Brittany Donette Tucker Enoree, SC 
Katherine Marie Giuliani Lexington, KY t**Kimberly Rose Van Ness Suwanee, GA 
Ahmad) Glenn Columbia, SC Megan Lyn Van Ness Suwanee, GA 
*Windsor Ellen Gray Greenville, SC Morgan Suzanne Velten Marietta, GA 
*Jennifer Couttney Grove Simpsonville, SC John William Vereen Clemson, SC 
Kyle Samuel Hill Mt Pleasant, SC *Mary Legare Chamberlain Whaley ____ Charleston, SC 
*Bryan Joseph Huber Myrtle Beach, SC Kenneth Harrison Wheeler Columbia, SC 
Andrea Lee Huguley Myrtle Beach, SC Sarah Anne Zamorski Winston-Salem, NC 
Allison Marie Ingram Easley, SC 
Industrial Management 
Wesley Ballard Boggs .,..----,--,,,,.-----~ Clinton, SC Stephen Thomas Spencer!! _______ Columbia, SC 
*Louis Alexander Rosborough !I Blackstock, SC Jeffrey Charles Sullivan Anderson, SC 
***Julia Elisabeth Snell Sedalia, MO 
Management 
Erich Joseph Alben ----------- Irmo, SC Christopher Ernst Blickle ______ Melboume, Australia 
Kera Marie Beck Huntsville, AL *Michael James Book Goldens Bridge, NY 
Cory Rohen Belcher Roanoke, VA **Katryna Marie Bower Irmo, SC 
Harrison Lee Belk Charleston, SC BretrChandler Brackett Clover, SC 
Andrew Jordan Bergren York, PA Brandon J Bradley Mauldin, SC 
Joshua Aron Black Camden, SC David Michael Brent Columbia, SC 
*Meggin Joyce Blanch Brandon, VT Erin A Bridges Florence, SC 
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Management (continued) 
**Alyssa Corinne Bunring Columbia, SC David Lane Marcengill. ________ Westminster, SC 
Erika Ann Burdette Abbeville, SC Brandi Marie M:mhall Easley, SC 
Justin P Bush Mt Pleasant, SC Jermaine Rashad Mattin Aiken, SC 
William Carroll Watkinsville, GA Jonathan Chase Mattin Columbia, SC 
*Caroline Maria Church Aiken, SC t••• Amanda Alyse Mattfeld Greer, SC 
Carlene Michea Clark Columbia, SC Joseph Michael Matthews Richmond, VA 
Matthew P Clark Hyannis, MA Anna Sawyer McClure Clover, SC 
Jennifer Renee Connor Lancaster, SC Patrick Korey McDavid Mt Pleasant, SC 
Michael Lee Crawford Santee, SC ]errika N McGuffin Westminster, SC 
Bradley Allen Crowe Greenville, SC *Matthew Thomas Mcilwain Petal, MS 
Christopher B Danner Piedmont, SC *Zachary Hood Mellette Gainesville, GA 
Kenneth Kirkpattick Darr Spattanburg, SC Amy Kathleen Merrill Annandale, VA 
Curtis Thomas Davis Barnwell, SC *Herman Joseph Miller IV Bellport, NY 
Michael Lee Dempsey Greenville, SC Brian K Mocello Williamsburg, VA 
Laura Mary DiBlasio Winston-Salem, NC Lacey Leigh Moore Taylots, SC 
Allison Lane Dillard Fort Mill, SC Christina Anne Morello Marietta, GA 
t*Christina Lynn Dowker Wilmington, NC *Eric Matthew Murphy Nashville, TN 
Lara Ashley Dumont Chanrilly, VA David Edward Nelson Sewell, NJ 
t**David James Duncan Mt Pleasant, SC Michael Lawrence Nelson, Jr. Irmo, SC 
*Nathan Andrew Dunlap Clemson, SC Eric Daniel Nilsson Broad Brook, CT 
Hoyt Frazier Dwyer Duluth, GA Kenneth Mattin Orr Simpsonville, SC 
John Zachary Earley Greenville, SC Noah Jamison Parker Summerville, SC 
Robert Lee Eberenz III Louisville, KY Robert Stowe Perry Greenville, SC 
Tanner Reese Ervin Mt Pleasant, SC Casey Mitchell Phillips Salisbury, MD 
***Joseph Koger Fairey IV St Matthews, SC Kate Nicole Prestage Camden, SC 
Ryan Andrew Feldhaus Maineville, OH Marian Boyd Read Charleston, SC 
Matthew John Firtko Irmo, SC Sean Albert Reilly Matierta, GA 
*Morgan Allison Fleming Kemetsville, NC Jonathan Louis Richardson Columbia, SC 
Whitney Renee Fogle St Matthews, SC Matthew Wilson Robbins Florence, SC 
Angela Nicole Fots Irmo, SC Matthew Tyler Roberts Haddon Heights, NJ 
Timothy C Gajda Simpsonville, SC Melissa Triplett Robinson Chester, SC 
David Brandon Garvey Queenstown, MD Michael James Salcido C incinnati, OH 
Tiffany Nicole Gaskins Zuni, VA Zachary Donald Savage Greenville, SC 
Stephen Reeves Gaylord North Augusta, SC Michael Jared Saxton Wyckoff, NJ 
Sean William Geary Andover, MA Daniel Robert Schavey Rock Hill, SC 
Barbara Elizabeth Giannini Jacksonville, FL Jeffrey Steven Schneider Lincrofc, NJ 
Kimberly Susan Gill Greenville, SC Ronald C Scott Darlington, SC 
Autumn Heather Givens-Sundblad ____ Rochester, WA Michelle Leonor Sedlak Tampa, FL 
Greg Lee Gowan Williamston, SC Jessica Lauren Simpson Greenville, SC 
Megan Elyse Guffee Pendleton, SC Jasprin La'chish Smith Columbia, SC 
James Mack Masters Hall Mt Pleasant, SC Eric Robert Soder Erie, PA 
*Mary Ernestine Harmon McLean, VA Sean Paul Spacil Summerville, SC 
Rodney Fulton Harper Liberty, SC Benjamin Morgan Spain Tarboro, NC 
Thomas Cullen Harper II Alpharetta, GA Erica Lee Stapp Norcross, GA 
*Kathryn Marie Hayden Clemson, SC Anthony Edward Scoffel Alpharetta, GA 
Kristina Ruth Hendrickson Fairfield, CT Justin Elliot Scone West Columbia, SC 
Katherine Ann Hesen Walketsville, MD Travis Elliott Summey Greer, SC 
Whitney Grey Hewitt Matthews, NC Joshua Steven Terry Leesburg, VA 
Daniel Keith Holzberger Easley, SC Jennifer Renee Thompson Myrtle Beach, SC 
*Kelly Justine Hunter Sumter, SC Lee Kelly Thompson St Albans, WV 
Christopher Gordon Hyets Hilton Head Island, SC *Harper Layne Tucker Ninety Six, SC 
Kari Lyne Jacques Taylots, SC Brian Edward Twomey McLean, VA 
**Garland Nell Jaeger Gainesville, GA Sarah] Tyler Clearwater, FL 
Hilary Lane Johnson Surfside Beach, SC Christopher P Wade Newnan, GA 
*Brittany Elizabeth Johnston Hollywood, SC Deandra Shiree Weaver Hemingway, SC 
Hunter Campbell Jordan Florence, SC Ashley Kate Whitfield Greenville, SC 
***Elizabeth Katherine Karbowski ____ Worcester, MA Corey Philip Wilcox Gaithetsburg, MD 
Aaron Zachary Kimbrell Walhalla, SC Lori Amanda Williams Easley, SC 
Andrew Peter Klich Ridgeville, SC Julia L Willis Taylots, SC 
Thomas Btyan Lawton Basking Ridge, NJ Michael Glenn Wilson II Hickory, NC 
James Michael Lessig Olney, MD *Peter B Wilson Lowrys, SC 
*Matthew Paul Littleford Chapin, SC Lindsay Eileen Woltz Charleston, SC 
***Adam Patrick Luck Essex Junction, VT Margaret Katherine Wright Salem, SC 
*Cory Allan Luckett Germantown, MD **Melissa Christine Zarnoch Moore, SC 
Lauren L Lumnitzer Herndon, VA 
Marketing 
William Alan Bond _________ Suwanee, GA Erin Frances Comar--------- Charleston, SC 
Mark Stewatt Buchholz Alpharetta, GA John Michael Coutsos,Jr. Lexington, SC 
**John Knox Burnett Irmo, SC *Kathleen Spencer Craig Rock Hill, SC 
Meaghan Ann Byrne North Hampton, NH William Jameson Crosby Savannah, GA 
**William Andrew Campbell Sterling, VA t**Kelsey Keturah Darity Greenville, SC 
**Shelley Nicole Catter Greenville, SC Lauren Rebecca Davis Charleston, SC 
Ryan Thomas Casey Doylestown, PA Meghan Elizabeth Davis Fountain Inn, SC 
Robert Joseph Castellucci Randolph, NJ Fred Johnson Dees, Jr. Smithfield, NC 
Molly Leona Cheek Six Mile, SC John Armstrong Denniston Amhetst, NH 
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Marketing (continued) 
*Elizabeth Kathleen Dixon ______ Brookeville, MD Daniel Gallagher McLaughlin ______ Alpharetta, GA 
•••Eric Bradford Dodds Simpsonville, SC t•Jessica Lee Milcarek Baltimore, MD 
Amy L Domowitch Marlton, NJ Caroline Christina Miller Winston~Salem, NC 
Jane Eleanor Elliott Columbia, SC ••Kelsey Jean Miller Mr Pleasant, SC 
Katherine Morgan Enterline Raleigh, NC t•••Colby Leigh Mistovich Covington, GA 
t•••Lisa Christine Felder Deerfield, IL Jason Paul Moore Barnwell, SC 
Christopher Steven Flowers Annandale, VA Joshua Scott Morris Woodbridge, VA 
Jennifer Leigh Foiles Hilton Head Island, SC Matthew Hemingway Morris Georgetown, SC 
Whitney Ruth Fox Irmo, SC Juli Leann Mull Rome, GA 
Richard Allen Freeman Greenville, SC *Heather Nicole Myers Chester, VA 
Krysta Leigh Gamble Arlington, VA ••Ryan Ashley Nolan Merchantville, NJ 
**Michael Phillip Garcia Aiken, SC Lindsay Dianne Nungesser Mr Pleasant, SC 
*Kristy Lee Genres Westfield, MA ••Jessica Drew Odom Columbia, SC 
Douglas Harold Gibson Columbus, OH Peyton Clark Palmer Chesapeake, VA 
•Ian Charles Gohean Chapin, SC •Matthew James Parker Greenville, SC 
*Allison Leanne Guertin Alpharetta, GA Virginia Morris Parron Atlanta, GA 
Anthony Earl Hampton Columbia, SC Mary Catherine Peer Simpsonville, SC 
*Rachel Ann Harrelson Aiken, SC Lindsay Elise Pirkle Decatur, GA 
Jane Palmer Harris Summerville, SC t**Timothy James Powers Timonium, MD 
Maggie Hunter Harrity North Hampton, NH t•*Vicroria Elaine Prader Wexford, PA 
Emily Ann Hartsfield Springboro, OH Randall Lee Priester, Jr. Columbia, SC 
Austen Lee Head Grear Falls, VA Herbert Tribble Reese Mountain Brook, AL 
Emmett Emerson Heath IV Columbia, SC Kristopher Bernard Richardson Columbia, SC 
*Eric William Heim Marietta, GA Terrell Antoine Richardson Columbia, SC 
t•Karherine Ford Heiner Oak Ridge, TN Jason Allen Roberrson Kingwood, TX 
t••Margarer Haynes Herbert Greenville, SC *Adam Christopher Rogers Moore, SC 
*Jessie Anna Hierstein Kingwood, TX Lauren Elizabeth Rosser Mt Pleasant, SC 
•Morgan Blair Holloway Midlothian, VA Elizabeth Jane Royster Columbia, SC 
Rachael Elizabeth Hood Easley, SC •Jessica Lee Rutter North Attleboro, MA 
Laura Ashley Huff Chapin, SC Ryan James Sanders Abbeville, SC 
Christopher Nathaniel Hutchins McMurray, PA Nicholas Joseph Schroth _______ Cincinnati, OH 
*Mary Katherine Jackson Rock Hill, SC Marisa Larrick Serrar Westlake, OH 
Lauren Elizabeth James Rock Hill, SC Amanda Nicole Sisk Greenville, SC 
Christina Irene Jobe Damestown, MD ••Adam Joseph Smith Tipp City, OH 
•Gabrielle Bliss Jones Atlanta, GA Adam Kenneth Smith Greer, SC 
*Lauren Elizabeth Jones Irmo, SC Brian C Soder Erie, PA 
*Elizabeth Marie Joye Columbia, SC *Kasey Elizabeth Sonnefeld Timonium, MD 
Jessie Tompkins Kassab Vero Beach, FL Danielle Rose Soowal Seneca, SC 
Danielle Marie Kazilionis Portland, ME David Rivers Scone, Jr. Greenville, SC 
**Megan Brooke Keislin Knoxville, TN *Ashley Marie Summers Windermere, FL 
Walker McClain King Easley, SC Creed Nelson Taylor Germantown, TN 
Justin Daniel Kirby Simpsonville, SC **Lisa Deming Taylor Walpole, MA 
Katherine Scott Kneeland Vienna, VA Lindsay Price Teague Columbia, SC 
Richard B Leary Greenwood, SC Benjamin Chiles Trammell III Kingwood, TX 
James Brandon Lee Eden Prairie, MN Timothy James Turner Orange Park, FL 
Ashley Werner Leiti Okatie, SC Katherine L Uehling Columbia, SC 
Haley Freeman Leonard St Louis, MO Adrienne Monica Vollman Cincinnati, OH 
**Britton Elaine Livingston Charleston, SC t**Brittany Elizabeth Von Kuhn Ridgefield, CT 
Rachel Elizabeth Maloch Roswell, GA Brandon Matthew Watt Marietta, GA 
John Gregory Marshall III Portland, ME •Jessica Ruth Wessinger Gray Court, SC 
*William Andrew Mauldin Pickens, SC Marion Sims Whitted Greenville, SC 
Cristin Michelle May Greenwood, SC *Sallie Margaret Whitton Louisville, KY 
Andrew C McClure Stone Mountain, GA Colleen Marie Willard Poolesville, MD 
Michael Hauge McConville Winston-Salem, NC *Toren M Winstead Anderson, SC 
Caroline Marie McGintee East Hampton, NY 
Political Science 
Tracey Christine Ard ________ Summerville, SC Christopher Carver Griffin ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Elizabeth Louise Armsttong Houston, TX Timothy George Kalnin Marierra, GA 
Jennifer Marie Brown Clemson, SC Lindsay Ann Lasasso Dayton, NJ 
Philip Peter Caruso Orlando, FL Georganne Sanders Greer, SC 
Kristina Maria Dawson Florence, SC Michael Glenn Sanders Richmond, VA 
t•••Lauren Anne Edwards Springfield, VA David James Sherman, Jr. Lawrenceville, GA 
Ashley Ann Fisher Greer, SC •Nathanael L Strickland Greer, SC 
Tyler Stephen Gailey Anderson, SC ••Cameron Holman Taylor ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Aaron B Gentty Mt Pleasant, SC Matthew Preston Visconti Concord, NC 
Jessica Erin Graham Conway, SC 
Psychology 
Karen Geneva Anderson _________ Loris, SC Jessica Tyne Bencon _________ Walterboro, SC 
Mamoru Arima Oradell, NJ *Elizabeth Allison Boals Tryon, NC 
Alfred Baens Columbia, SC *Erin Michelle Bourgeois Columbia, SC 
t*Whitney Dare Ballard Easley, SC ••Heather Rachelle Brown Greenville, SC 
•••Lyndsey Renee Banks Adrian, MI Kimberly Renee Brown Union City, GA 
Katrina Megan Barnett Evanston, IL Tyler Palmer Cleveland Anderson, SC 
Pamela Marie Benden Greenville, SC Sarah Christine Cordell Central, SC 
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Psychology (continued) 
**Hallie Holbrook Dempsey ------ Spartanburg, SC *Michelle Louise Motyka Aiken, SC 
t***Remy Larrere Denton Merrimack, NH Catherine Mary Napoletano Norwalk, CT 
Bradley Joseph Fawver Seneca, SC t**Joanne Elizabeth Oliver ____ Hilton Head Island, SC 
Brie Ann Galloway Hilton Head Island, SC Jarryd Anthony Player Cenrral, SC 
Blair Shaina Gottfried Goldens Bridge, NY t ***Kristen Lee Purvis Clemson, SC 
**Melissa Sam Granger Fon Mill, SC Whitney Anne Reece Simpsonville, SC 
*Heather Nicole Halben Elizabeth City, NC Amanda Kate Reynolds Randolph, NJ 
*Nicholas Sranton Hannon Higganum, CT Mary Elyse Roenick Palm Harbor, FL 
Jeanne Adele Hastings Atlanta, GA Christopher Michael Simmons Greer, SC 
*Christine Mary Helfrich Atlanta, GA *Paris Nicole Simpson Easley, SC 
*Laurel Anne Holbenon Charlotte, NC Austen Grey Smith Murrell's Inlet, SC 
***Carrie Eliza Jung Spartanburg, SC Brianna Maria Smith Darlington, SC 
Kristy M Kelso Easley, SC t**Matthew Joel Smirh Camden, SC 
John Deeds Kienker Blythewood, SC t*Sarah Beth Spainhour Gastonia, NC 
*Anthony Scott Kincaid Belton, SC Adam Christopher Stevens Florence, SC 
Blaire Elyse Kobliski Blythewood, SC Hollie Marie Stolz Marietta, GA 
Allyson Robetta Lenoci Silver Spring, MD *Corinne Marie Szczepanski Greenville, SC 
Virginia Alice Lijewski Hanahan, SC *Rebekah Ann Taylor Hilton Head Island, SC 
t*Whitney Hanan Maloy Atlanta, GA Amanda Kathryn Trujillo Atlanra, GA 
Paige Marie McCandless Charleston, SC Jennifer Ronette Tyler Andrews, SC 
Jeanine Marie McGlynn Fairfield, NJ Jessica Annette Tyler Andrews, SC 
Ashley E Mishoe Conway, SC Megan Renee Williams Chapin, SC 
Sociology 
Esther Alice Amarendran _____ Notth Charleston, SC Emma Kate Henselbecker ________ Bozeman, MT 
Adrianne D Bradshaw Greensboro, NC Mary Elise Holmes Bear, DE 
Christian Adam Carter Taylors, SC Kristen Anna Hughes Simpsonville, SC 
Ryan Charles Davis Simpsonville, SC Mary C Joyce Spartanburg, SC 
**Kacie Marie Deon Greenville, SC Valerie Frances Nelson Taylors, SC 
Catherine Camille Erwin Greenville, SC Jennifer Rae Rutledge Anderson, SC 
Anne Salley Gillespie Orangeburg, SC Casey Ann Shelley Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Jessica Ann Going Easley, SC Jennifer Beth Wathne Ledgewood, NJ 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
ESIN GULARI, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
Lachance McKnight------- Hemingway, SC 
Computer Science 
Randall Allen Grate _______ __ Lexington, SC Raymond Dwight Robinson Ill _____ Ninety Six, SC 
*Christopher Jaynes Irmo, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
t***Jessica Fae Burkhart ________ Maryville, TN Matthew Charles Johnston -------Marietta. GA 
Deidre Denise Clayburn Anderson, SC t***Harrison Cunis Weaver Morehead, KY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
*Christopher Ashley Bellamy _______ _ Loris, SC Cathleen Michelle Raimondi ____ _ _ Trumbull, CT 
Frank Edwin Burwell Mt Pleasant, SC Shawn Michael Regis North Billerica, MA 
Rebecca Katherine Crane Orangeburg, SC Lindsey Kennedy Sanders Myttle Beach, SC 
John P Epting Lewisville, NC Nylen Shawn Simmons Nonh Charleston, SC 
Laura Marie Jenkins Summerville, SC Justin Patrick Stergar Aiken, SC 
Paul Cunis Laughlin Abbeville, SC Randy Stephen Tanner Bonneau, SC 
Taylor Andrew Lethco Nonh Charleston, SC James David Taylor III El Dorado, SC 
Justin Matthew Montanti Jonesborough, TN Hillie James Weaver II Johnsonville, SC 
*Kelly Johana Owens Westminster, SC Timo thy Richard Wells La Plata, MD 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
Laura Marie Burka --------- Greenville, SC Julia Anne Fishel,---~--------,,---Aiken, SC 
Mark Alan D' Amore Summerville, SC Bradley Thomas Richards Spartanburg, SC 
t***John Patrick Dixon Idaho Falls, ID Daniel Peter Wylie Ellicon City, MD 
Chemical Engineering 
*William Richard Batson Ill ______ Columbia, SC Billie-Jo Dawn Culver------- Nonh Augusta, SC 
*James Andrew Bergman Fon Mill, SC Eric Mikel Davis Columbia, SC 
Erin Elizabeth Breloff Center Valley, PA t*Mark Allan Edlin Charleston, SC 
Adam Charles Butz Laurens, SC Zachary Turner Grant Greenville, SC 
Jason Kerr Campbell Inman, SC Sarah Lenora Hooker Aiken, SC 
Melissa Ann Clevenger Spartanburg, SC t***Tara Marie Hudak Charlone, NC 
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Chemical Engineering (continued) 
Monica Bilbao Javomik _______ --,-Arequipa, Peru Brian Parker Skroback ________ Blythewood, SC 
Steven Patrick Loveless Mt Pleasant, SC *Kaycie Elizabeth Smith Irmo, SC 
Timothy J McGuire Huntington Station, NY Kyle Victor Vachon Manchester, NH 
*Kristen Leigh McKenry Columbia, SC Albert Edward Warburton IV Burke, VA 
Benjamin R Norris Rock Hill, SC Benjamin Lane Watkins Westminster, SC 
Daniel jay Pittman Aiken, SC Sherri Lyn Wegner Fort Mill, SC 
Timothy Joseph Rabideau Rock Hill, SC Joshua D Wofford Duncan, SC 
Chemistry 
Robett Trenton Bostic ________ Myrtle Beach, SC Carla Charisse Heyward..,-------- Charleston, SC 
t•••Sean Michael DeGuire Smithland, KY t***Justin Douglas Moody Piedmont, SC 
Fatimah Farouk Farhan Simpsonville, SC tDanielle Kimberly Payton Pottsmouth, RI 
Amanda Marie Fiori Liberty, SC Robert Alex Quinn Columbia, SC 
t**jeremy Lee Glass Candler, NC 
Civil Engineering 
Kerstin Joy Anderson _________ Lake Forest, IL John V Lynch Columbia, SC 
Daniel Ryan Balentine Ninety Six, SC James G Maher Westminster, SC 
T rae W Borden Chapin, SC Joseph Manin Mata Murrell's Inlet, SC 
t•Juston Allan Brown Orangeburg, SC Scott Bradley McGee Jackson, MS 
Erin Slevin Buchanan Middletown, NJ Norman Louis Moore III Mt Pleasant, SC 
Erin Katharine Callahan Gibsonia, PA *Kalin Elisa Bost Morrison Lexington, SC 
Trent Hamilton Culp Fountain Inn, SC Logan Michael Mueller Roanoke, VA 
Christopher R Dandridge Baltimore, MD Phuc Huu Nguyen North Charleston, SC 
•••Gabriel Lyle Dobbs North Augusta, SC Stephen Wayne Nickerron, Jr. Central, SC 
*Michael Dickey Dukes Winnsboro, SC John David O'Neill Mt Pleasant, SC 
Andrew M Eckenbrecht Columbia, SC Luis Angel Olvera Central, SC 
Ian Nathan Elliott DeRuyter, NY Clay Joseph Parkes Franklin, TN 
Jordan Stuart Ellis Pittsburgh, PA *Jeffety Maurice Plumblee 11 Greenville, SC 
Allison Rose Ford onesboro, GA Darcie Maye Richardson Fair Play, SC 
Lauren Hope Fulmer Prosperity, SC Scott Robert Rostek New Windsor, NY 
t•• Angelina Victoria Gleason South Lyon, MI Sara Whitney Schiff Clemson, SC 
Jeremy Ryan Graham Pomaria, SC Matthew Jonathan Shook Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Jon Thomas Greer Inman, SC t•••Benjamin William Skidmore Dayton, OH 
Jared Michael Hartwig Columbia, SC Thomas Clark Smoak III McClellanville, SC 
*Michael Robert Hickey Okemos, MI David Pollard Staley Suwanee, GA 
William B Horr Annandale, VA Benjamin Michael Tavares ___ Wood River Junction, RI 
*Kate Payne Howard Gustavus, AK t••Katherine Rachel Triplett Fort Mill, SC 
Erin Ann Huber Longwood, FL Mathew J Trowbridge Houston, TX 
Ryan Patrick Hunter Seneca, SC Joseph Steven Utley Bluffton, SC 
Jayson Randall Jordan Lancaster, SC Andrew Franklin Waldrep Greenwood, SC 
Randy Brian King 11 Pendleton, SC Jonathan Whittington Anderson, SC 
tKatherine Hanna Kulha Sugar Land, TX Christopher Lawrence Williams ___ West Columbia, SC 
***Matthew Wayne Lucas Walterboro, SC **Whitney E Wingard Irmo, SC 
Computer Engineering 
t***Michael P Abercrombie ______ Winter Park, FL **John Brandon King _________ Conway, SC 
t**Matthew Gary Anderson Leesville, SC Pere David Kyle Moore, SC 
Harikrishnan Bhanu Mt Pleasant, SC t•Trent Arden Nadeau Rock Hill, SC 
t**Brandon K Bilinski Chapin, SC Jack Brody Nichols Pelzer, SC 
Justin Kyle Cromer Easley, SC t*Thomas Edward Payne, Jr. Aiken, SC 
*Alexander Elliot Diliberto Mt Pleasant, SC ***Joshua Grey Pelkey Henderronville, NC 
Derrick Jerome Echols, Jr. Atlanta, GA t***Timothy Charles Pettit Fort Mill, SC 
**Alan Buford Felts Charleston, SC Thaddeus James Plecha Myrtle Beach, SC 
•Anthony N Fernando Clemson, SC Sebastian Roos North Charleston, SC 
*Lynn Marie Garris Conway, SC t•Matthew Thomas Schaefer Columbia, SC 
Matthew Robert Golus Greer, SC ••Suhail Singh Shergill Chandigarh, India 
***Stephanie Lynn Gramc Pittsburgh, PA Shareena Ashok Sujanani Spartanburg, SC 
Jatin Hanspal Clemson, SC James Michael Swan, Jr. Central, SC 
*David Scott Helman Simpsonville, SC Christopher S Temples Wichita, KS 
Seth Harold Hendrix Easley, SC t*Phillip Andrew Walsh Sparranburg, SC 
Kristofer LJohnson Greer, SC Thomas A Walteis Anderson, SC 
Glen J Kimsey Fort Mill, SC Robert Bryan Willimon Greenville, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Michael D Blizzard--------- Townville, SC t•David Logan Janowiak ______ Hendersonville, NC 
*Gregory William Cohan Linwood, NJ t••Courrney Deanne Royster Woodruff, SC 
Tamer Michael Dakhlallah Fountain Inn, SC 
Computer Science 
Matthew Davis Bolt--------- Greenville, SC Mark Edward Funk _________ Greeneville, TN 
**Samuel Paul Btyfczynski Marietta, GA t••• Adam B Griffis Sparranburg, SC 
James Mitchel Cantrell Lexington, SC t•• Andrew Charles Hager Irmo, SC 
t***Matthew Hunter Dabney Greer, SC **Kristen Hardwick Charleston, SC 
***Thomas Lee Davidson Clemson, SC *Khoi L Hau Greenville, SC 
Justin Chase Finch Greenville, SC t***Scott Anthony Ledbetter Mt Holly, NC 
Mark Stephen Floweis Irmo, SC Michael) Lese Columbia, SC 
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Computer Science (continued) 
Christopher Allen Mann _________ Easley, SC Michael Eugene Nelson _______ Summerville, SC 
John Oliver Maurice Clemson, SC George Jeffrey Randall Rock Hill, SC 
*Emmecc Aaron McQuinn Charleston, SC Vince Charles Russo Ill Pawleys Island, SC 
t**Philip Evans Miller Florence, SC *Corey Neal Tollison Laurens, SC 
Lance Aaron Moore Anderson, SC t **T ucker Arthur War.son Salem, VA 
Johnny Moralez Beaufort, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Beulah Rachel Amarendran ______ Charleston, SC David Earl Leverett, Jr.---- --- North Augusta, SC 
Donald Lloyd Atkinson Rock Hill, SC t**Christopher Gary May Rock Hill, SC 
William Jefferson Baldwin McClellanville, SC tChristine Lynn Melen Londonderry, NH 
*Christopher D Brown Camden, SC David Carter Murray Charleston, SC 
James Randy Bryson Long Creek, SC Raheel Qureshi Greenville, SC 
t•••Robert Najem Clarke Clemson, SC Michael James Rostek Simpsonville, SC 
Brian Louis Dombrowski Charleston, SC Aleksey Shimanskiy Spartanburg, SC 
Andrew Durst Greer, SC *William Thomas Smith lil Anderson, SC 
t• Andrew David Falendysz Seneca, SC Jeffrey John Stout Poolesville, MD 
Gregory J Fertig Warrenton, VA Paul Anthony Stuart Greenville, SC 
Andrew Colin Goldberg Manlius, NY Charles Alexander Tahara Charleston, SC 
Jesse Winslow Grant Greer, SC Dannie! B Ubilla Sterling, VA 
Matthew Ward Hurley Greenville, SC *Daniel H Vaughan Chapin, SC 
Tyrone Ramon Jackson Columbia, SC Elizabeth Nichole Wheaton Hanahan, SC 
Andrew Thomas Jones Campobello, SC 
Geology 
Scott Webster Douglas -------- Greenville, SC William Douglas Larzelere _______ Warwick, MD 
Charles Belvin Hoffman Walterboro, SC Lowndes Darby Pendergrass Ware Shoals, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
*James Daniel Banks _________ Abbeville, SC Amanda Genice Nix _________ Greenville, SC 
David Michael Bennett Port Monmouth, NJ t **Ashley Michele O'Brien Goose Creek, SC 
Abigayle Lindsey Bessman Manteno, IL Austin Michael Ringwood Fairfax Station, VA 
tJaclyn Diana Brenes The Colony, TX Joel S Robeson Columbia, SC 
t•Valerie Anne Nagallo Devera Goose Creek, SC Christian john Skaar Clemson, SC 
t•Lindsey Marie Grooms Gilbert, SC t**Lisa Katharine Slagh Greer, SC 
**Gregory Hugh Gunn Arlington, TX *Janiece Valdise Smalls Charleston, SC 
Christopher Warren Johnson Lancaster, SC ***Anna Brett Sparks Aiken, SC 
Timothy James Kickham Mountain Lakes, NJ *Benjamin Thomas Stoner Keuka Park, NY 
Rene Junot Laborde Englewood, NJ Stephen J Tomlinson Trumbull, CT 
***Danielle Nicole Lanigan Knoxville, TN Ryan James White Charleston, SC 
t*Derek C Mrozik johns Creek, GA 
Mathematical Sciences 
Corey Whitfield Aldebol ________ Easley, SC t•Sarah Beth Mikol. _______ North Augusta, SC 
Meredith Kelley Bedenbaugh Lexington, SC *Adam W Montjoy Anderson, SC 
*Holly Lynn Bucwinkle Kingston, TN *Kathleen Elizabeth Resua Herndon, VA 
***Philip Greggory Lee Westminster, SC *john Allen Sherrill Georgetown, SC 
•••Jonathan Whilden McCullough Lyman, SC t•••Ryan Greasor Spurrier Columbia, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
t*Damon Clarke Andrews _______ Charlorre, NC Steven Epps III Greenville, SC 
Paanii Ansah-Kofi Accra, Ghana Joshua James Erwin Iva, SC 
Andrew L Apple Myccle Beach, SC t••joshua William Finn Moncks Comer, SC 
t*Andrew Mcintyre Armstrong Horse Shoe, NC ***Georgia Leigh Fleming Aiken, SC 
Philip Ray Armstrong North Augusta, SC *Gehn Lyon T Fujii Weston, VT 
t***Cody Winchester Bailey Clemson, SC Matthew Dale Ginn Anderson, SC 
Britton Marie Barnes Camden, SC Jonathan David Goerling II Charleston, SC 
Brian Patrick Baum Blythewood, SC Marc C Goldbach Ridgeway, SC 
Glenn Wilson Bollinger Rock Hill, SC Andrew Jackson Greene Greenville, SC 
*William Harold Bostic III Sissonville, WV Charles Pinkney Greene III Rock Hill, SC 
**Mark Peter Bowman Charleston, SC William Hunter Guerin Spotsylvania, VA 
t**Roberc Dewey Boyd, Jr. Anderson, SC Joshua Benjamin Guerry Moncks Corner, SC 
Sean Philip Brown Florence, SC Adi Hadziahmetovic ___ Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegowina 
Benjamin Clay Brunson Columbia, SC *John V Hains Six Mile, SC 
*Jeffry Adam Burke Sylvania, GA Nathaniel Eugene Hendrix Lexingt.on, SC 
Ro.., Michael Cain Coming, NY C Leigh Herran Greenville, SC 
Adam Nicholas Campbell Spartanburg, SC **Christopher Lee Hewitt Hickory, NC 
Shawn Richard Case Orchard Park, NY •••john Mark Hickman Greenwood, SC 
t**Heidi Marie Channell Easley, SC Christopher W Hill Belton, SC 
t*Edward Michael Chapman Palm Harbor, FL James Ryan Hodge Inman, SC 
Christopher S Church Aiken, SC *Jonathan C Horace Rock Hill, SC 
Joshua Aaron Cooper Duncan, SC Phillip Edward Hoyt Bellefontaine, OH 
*Rory Price C.Ousino Loveland, OH t*Amanda Whimey Hutchenson ____ Kemblesville, PA 
Robert Kyle Danner Greenwood, SC Barrerr Steven Hutto Chapin, SC 
t*Dale William DeCola Mt Pleasant, SC **Lindsey Marie Jori Cincinnati, OH 
*Bryce P Dill Chesapeake, VA Andrew William James Rock Hill, SC 
*Matthew Joseph Duffin Evans, GA Robert Lawrence Jessee North Augusta, SC 
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Mechanical Engineering (continued) 
Justin Brent Johnson --------- Greenville, SC t***Mark Richard Reiter _______ Summerville, SC 
Jacob Dustin Jones Anderson, SC Walcon Thomas Rhodes, Jr. Isle of Palms, SC 
Jacob H Kehl Irmo, SC Joshua Ryan Riggs Walhalla, SC 
t***Devin Carter Kendrick Columbia, SC Philip John Robinson Warrenton, VA 
**Richard Henry Kenkel Union, KY Mark Sceven Roger.; Spartanburg, SC 
*Christopher James Kerko Coming, NY Timothy James Runyon Summerville, SC 
Kevin Mitchell Ker.;chnec Wesc Windsor, NJ Craig Lowell Sarratt Greenville, SC 
Andrew Tyson Lanford Mooce, SC Mar.;hall D Saunder.; New Orleans, LA 
t***Scephen Richard Lareau Charlotte, NC t***Seneca Andrew Schepmann Cincinnati, OH 
Henry J Leaphart Lexington, SC Shawn Pattick Schneider Clover, SC 
Kyle Alexander Lehr Seneca, SC Brian James Slusher Steeling, VA 
Michael Manuel Leone Newtown, CT t*William Timothy Somerville Baltimore, MD 
Daniel S Lowe Florence, SC Lawrence Francis Srutkowski Florence, SC 
Robert Fitzgerald Lukasik Goose Creek, SC t**Christopher A Stabler Summerville, SC 
***Jeffrey Kyle Mahony Duluth, GA William Hunter Starling Arden, NC 
Alexander Brewer May Aiken, SC Daniel Royce St. Clair Greenville, SC 
George Perry Moreland Simpsonville, SC Gary Michael Swingle Crystal Lake, IL 
*Jeffrey Wylie Murtay York, SC Philip Martin Thomas, Jr. Okatie, SC 
t**Kevin Sean Myer.; Trinity, NC Hoyle T Thompson IV Simpsonville, SC 
•Aaron George Oliphant Taylor.;, SC Brian Wayne Tomlinson Orangeburg, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Ortstadt Seneca, SC *Christopher P Willis Andel1i0n, SC 
Kyle Michael Paxton Simpsonville, SC Aaron Alpheus Yarbrough Clemson, SC 
Daniel Edward Pear.;on, Jr. Spartanburg, SC Jonathan Eugene Yates Occoquan, VA 
Physics 
Paul Pierre Bonvalle _________ Isle of Palms, SC t**Nathan Hoi-King Kwan ______ Greenville, SC 
Heather Marie Boyd Irmo, SC t***Justin Douglas Moody Piedmont, SC 
t***Robett Najem Clarke Clemson, SC James Alan Pepper Easley, SC 
***James Daniel Guerriere,Jr. Sidney, NY *Jo.shua David Sexton Williston, SC 
t**Russell Blain Hedden Clemson, SC t*GregoryJoseph Twork Kingsport, TN 
Jennifer Whitney Hubbard Irmo, SC Jacob Martin Wisse Isle of Palms, SC 
Polymer and Fiber Chemistry 
**Nicholas Charles Clark ________ Batesburg, SC Roland Christopher Stone ______ Goose Creek, SC 
Steven Lee Saville Canton, GA 
Textile Management 
Joseph Dwayne Pur.;[ey ________ Lando, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEAL TH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
*Elizabeth Austin Altman _______ Effingham, SC •••Jessye Ashlyn Kohl _______ ~Alpharetta, GA 
Alexandra Sari Botwin Rockville, MD **Jessica Caryn Kurtz Chevy Chase, MD 
**Amanda Lynn Bratton York, SC Whitney Lane Mar.;h Camden, SC 
**GraceAnna Maude Broggi Seabrook, SC Shannon Nicole McCartney Irmo, SC 
*Mallorie Elizabeth Bryan Easley, SC *Jamie L McCauley Greenville, SC 
Kacie Colleen Burke Ande=n, SC t••• Anna Carolyn Mclees Macon, GA 
*Danielle M Cardaronella Mt Pleasant, SC *Kathryn Vanness Ogden Chagrin Falls, OH 
**Rene Elizabeth Champagne Marietta, GA *Georgia Britton Outen Lugoff, SC 
**Mary Callison Collins Barnwell, SC •Susan Elizabeth Padget Lexington, SC 
*Cathleen Jenness Craig Taylor.;, SC •Alyson Brooke Padula Simpsonville, SC 
Elizabeth Ellen Edens Dalzell, SC **Katherine Sarah Percival Rock Hill, SC 
*Brittany Susanne Fuller Greer, SC **Katherine Page Poteat Atlanca, GA 
Ashley Rebecca Gardner Camden, SC *Whitney Anne Rankin Irmo, SC 
Candice Mallory Garrison Leesville, SC **Katherine Nicole Reid Ande=n, SC 
**Brenna Elise Gault Fountain Inn, SC ***Jessica Lynn Robinson Hinesville, GA 
*Heather Denise Hall Andel1i0n, SC *Bridget Nichole Rollings Clemson, SC 
**Jessica Lea Hendrix Hartsville, SC **Kayla L Smith Simpsonville, SC 
*Carrie Rebecca Herron Aiken, SC •••Sarah Elizabeth Treffinger Greer, SC 
Jessica Lane Hinson Rock Hill, SC *Mary Elizabeth Truluck Greenville, SC 
*Mary Trammell Hudson Sarasota, FL **Christine Kelley Wagner Atlanta, GA 
***Janell Christina Jensen Pickens, SC *Sarah Frances Whiteside Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Katie Lynne Jett Lexington, SC ••Allison Marie Wise Greer, SC 
Elementary Education 
Jessica Kathryn Ballentine _______ Greenwood, SC Laura Ann Boozer ----------Columbia, SC 
***Christina Lee Barrett Snellville, GA *Samantha Ann Bowen Honea Path, SC 
**Brittany Danielle Bechtold Seneca, SC Jessica Lee Brooks Greenville, SC 
***Melissa Marie Benscoter Suwanee, GA *Taylor Patricia Brown Fort Mill, SC 
*Molly Lynn Blackwell Moncks Comer, SC Lisa A Brundrett Peachttee City, GA 
**Lauren Marie Blakey Alpharetta, GA *Leah Marie Cochran Powdersville, SC 
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Elementary Education {continued) 
••Megan Elizabeth George Conner ____ Greenville, SC ••Allison Diane Long Peachtree City, GA 
Keeley Marie Crowley Greer, SC *Megan Ann Maher Westminster, SC 
... Katie Marie Daniels North Attleboro, MA •Trang Kieu Mai Greenville, SC 
**Meredith Elizabeth Davis Spartanburg, SC ***Sarah Elizabeth Baker Malemezian ___ lndiantown, FL 
•Rita Maye Davis York, SC •Leslie M Mansfield St Charles, IL 
.. Candice Ashley Edwards Anderson, SC Daryl John Mcintire Seneca, SC 
*Rebekah Anne Farnum Greer, SC *Jamie Lauren Mensone Greer, SC 
Currie Elizabeth Floyd Simpsonville, SC Katherine Sanders Merritt Greenville, SC 
*Courrney Julia Gilman Lancaster, NH .. *Kelly Lynn Patrick Pickens, SC 
Leslie Virginia Godfrey Sparranburg, SC •January Anne Pickens Greer, SC 
***Teri Lee Hancock Williamscon, SC *CatheryneJeanne Porter Charleston, SC 
Macy Eads Hardaway Greenville, SC **Elyse Nicole Proulx Clemson, SC 
Jeannie Marie Hardy Pickens, SC •Amy Sue Ramage Anderson, SC 
•Emmie Graham Harris Columbia, SC .. Lauren Ashley Robinson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Savannah Dru Herron Seneca, SC Tiffany Ann Schmid Wallkill, NY 
*Jennifer Wentworth Hoover Kingsport, TN **Andrew William Stein Alpharetta, GA 
*Jennifer KatieJansen Columbia, SC Todd Philip Stoker Greensboro, MD 
•Ashleigh Jean Kelley Greenville, SC •Amanda Katherine Strite Damascus, MD 
*Charlotte Marie Knotts Burke, VA t•••Sara Emilie Suiter Mt Pleasant, SC 
t .. *Elizabeth Marie Kuester Tallahassee, FL *Lindsey Marie Walton Seneca, SC 
•Tara Brook Lewis Johns Island, SC *Ashley Elizabeth Warson Simpsonville, SC 
•Martha Rebecca Locklear Mt Pleasant, SC 
Secondary Education 
Sarah Elizabeth Bauss __________ Inman, SC •Linda Rosanne Matthews -------- Syosset, NY 
Cameron Leigh Beaty Chester, SC ••Emily Parris Messick Seneca, SC 
Lawrence DeMoy Boden III Roswell, GA Morgan Lindsay Miller Myrrle Beach, SC 
Alicia Kay Cato Leesville, SC Ashley Coleman Mills Blair, SC 
Shannon Eileen Cleary Hartsville, SC •Kristen Jeanette Moore Leavenworth, KS 
•Jennifer Lynn Cook Greenville, SC Jacob Wesley Nelson Columbia, SC 
**Charlee Frances Crews Lexington, SC Ryan Mathew Patterson Pickens, SC 
Andrew Scott Dayton Alpharetta, GA Ashley Danielle Payne Greenville, SC 
Ashleigh N Dennis Columbia, SC Kathryn Ruth Reeder Camden, SC 
Holly Anne Emanuel Clemson, SC *Molly Jane Schaefer Rochester, NY 
.. Rachael C Estep Clemson, SC Alexander H Smith Anderson, SC 
•••Tiffany Leann Eubanks Easley, SC *Malinda Marie Steuck Goose Creek, SC 
•Gina Ann Floyd Charleston, SC Ernest Michael Terry Greer, SC 
Brian Keith Franklin Laurens, SC Kathryn Elizabeth Tillotson Sparranburg, SC 
•Rebecca L Hack Barrington, NH Jonathon Franklin Trousdell Newport News, VA 
Sarah Elizabeth Hall Ninety Six, SC Sharice Monae Walker St Matthews, SC 
•Cori Lynne Harrison Columbia, MD .. Johnathan Rodrickus White Anderson, SC 
Morgan Elaine Henschke Rye, NH •Laurie Beth Wilson Florence, SC 
•Brendon Blake Lapoe San Antonio, TX •Emme Lauren Yeargin Greenwood, SC 
Special Education 
Pamela Christine Bagwell Greenville, SC *Emily L Milhous Columbia, SC 
MarthaJill Bardin Chapin, SC Justin Ryan Moore Lawrenceville, GA 
*Alecia Nicole Giordano Beddard ___ Simpsonville, SC Michelle Lynn Parker Greenville, SC 
•Tyler Hope Bernard Wake Forest, NC *Megan Elizabeth Rainey Cumming, GA 
•••Amber Joy Bouchillon Clemson, SC Simone Elyse Reed Anderson, SC 
Katie Jean-Anne Cooley Clemson, SC ... Britrany Caroline Adams Roberts ___ Timmonsville, SC 
•••Elizabeth Cuellar De Angulo Cali, Colombia *Kirbie Layne Robertson Greenwood, SC 
*Kathleen Lauren Foreman Charlotte, NC .. Rachel Elizabeth Shirley Honea Path, SC 
Lauren Alexandria Hughes Cordova, SC Lacey Kristen Swope Greer, SC 
*Connie Elaina Hyatt Woodruff, SC Graham McDonald Thomas Lexington, SC 
*Jennifer Wheeler Jones York, SC Ashley Ann White Auburn, MA 
.. Barbara Goforth Kingsbury Travelers Rest, SC Emily Caroline Whitley Simpsonville, SC 
Johanna M Lee Irmo, SC Erin Lindsay Williams Seneca, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Elementary Education and Spanish 
.. Jessica Ann Campbell Pendleton, SC 
Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education 
Robett Matthew Dawkins ________ Hartsville, SC Jessica Leigh Sellers __________ Gastonia, NC 
Lindsay Holland Jenkins Chapin, SC Erin Maureen Shambaugh Ringoes, NJ 
Russell Thomas Lortz Greenville, SC ••Amber Nicole Wise Florence, SC 
Molly Meredith Sanders Blacksburg, SC 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Michael Jacob Anderson _________ Aiken, SC **Tyler John Lofcus ___ ________ Seneca, SC 
**Stephen Kane Balleh Ruther Glen, VA Ashleigh E Long Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
Pamela Brooke Bartlett Spartanburg, SC Sara Lynn Malarik Florence, SC 
**Carolyn Marie Battaglia Mt Pleasant, SC Shervailye La'Royce McElveen Sumter, SC 
*Christa Nicole Bauer Summerville, SC *Ralph Randolph McKenzie, Jr. Ravenel, SC 
Krystin Anne Brinker Kennesaw, GA •Aiken McDowell McNair Manning, SC 
Christina Lee Broaddus Austin, TX Steven Tyler Met!> Greenwood, SC 
*Day Michelle Burruss Marietta, GA Ashley Ellen Mills Greenville, SC 
*Mary Elizabeth Carman Greenville, SC *Margaret Carolyn Moody Dillon, SC 
t***Margaret Elizabeth Career Summerville, SC *Britrany Elizabeth Moore Chesnee, SC 
***Nathan Allen Chesney Knoxville, TN Hannah Elizabeth Nates Charleston, SC 
*Alison Nicole Clark Mauldin, SC Ashley Lauren Navarro Greenville, SC 
*Laken Renee Cogdill Lakeland, FL Capri Elizabeth Neal Lugoff, SC 
Ricardo Colon Mauldin, SC Mikaela Ann Patterson Abbotsford, Canada 
**Erica Lindsey Cooler Bluffton, SC Elizabeth Hayes Perkins Charleston, SC 
Jalanna Anita Cowart Gainesville, FL William Kenneth Pittman III Dillon, SC 
Kristin Leann Dowd Pomaria, SC *Allison Melinda Poole Spartanburg, SC 
Kate C Dublin Greenwood, SC Victoria Renee Reddick Camden, SC 
Ivan L Flood Notth Charleston, SC Sarah Chapman Rhodes Prosperity, SC 
*Bradley Dargan Flowers Hartsville, SC Melissa Elaine Richardson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Kaley Michelle Goodwin Rock Hill, SC Michelle York Rogers Clio, SC 
Marie Ashley Graham College Park, GA **Ashley Sarah Ross Greenville, SC 
Mary Faith Grimberg Manas.sas, VA Margaret Pollard Smart Doswell, VA 
Paige Nicole Gupton Duluth, GA Lauren Ashley Smith Greer, SC 
Brittani Latoi Harmon Columbia, SC **Ryan Boughton Smith Easley, SC 
*Rena Hasegawa Myttle Beach, SC *Britney Michelle Spratt Rock Hill, SC 
**Kathryn Elizabeth Holahan Anderson, SC t*Kendra Lee Sprogis Greenville, SC 
Jaime Leigh Horgan Odessa, FL **Stephanie D Start Easley, SC 
**Michael Wade Ingram Rock Hill, SC ***Whitney Brooke Stepp Seneca, SC 
Ashlynn EniseJackson Atlanta, GA Lauren Ashley Still Charleston, SC 
India Valene Jacobson Hampton, SC Alison Marie Taylor Anderson, SC 
Kunal Narayan Joshi Clemson, SC Mary T umer Todd Abbeville, SC 
Isabel Copeland Kapp Edisto Island, SC Monica Elena Ulla! Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Kieran Elizabeth Kennedy Mt Pleasant, SC Sarah Lyl Weatherly Bennettsville, SC 
*John Christopher Kinard Greenwood, SC *Carly Camille West Simpsonville, SC 
Grace Mechelle King ohnsonville, SC t***Candice Shada Whitaker Sumter, SC 
*Kelly Irene King Greenwood, SC *Nathan Michael Whitson Conyers, GA 
Rachael Elise Landers Mt Pleasant, SC *Latoya Nicole Wider Eastover, SC 
Joseph Foy Larson Simpsonville, SC Jennifer Renee Wingard Orangeburg, SC 
Meredith Frances Loftis Atlanta, GA Jessica Helen Wood Acworth, GA 
Mathematics Teaching 
***Courtney Rae Boyd _________ Chester, SC Brian Michael Wetmore _________ Easley, SC 
Michael David Mains II Columbia, SC Kelly P Young Fort Mill, SC 
t••• Amanda Beth Pirovitz Simpsonville, SC 
Nursing 
Amber Nicole Abrams ________ Goose Creek, SC *Tiffany Ann Honea. _________ Piedmont, SC 
Carla Diane Addy Lexington, SC Tracy Lynn Hubscher Burtonsville, MD 
Ashley Elizabeth Alexander Simpsonville, SC **Joni Marie Jen Greenville, SC 
*Tiffany Monique Anderson Clinton, SC Evita Yolonda Johnson Anderson, SC 
••Amanda Michelle Baker Easley, SC Katie Lynn Johnson Seneca, SC 
Jenny Braun Barton Greenville, SC **Narciss Shari Johnson Simpsonville, SC 
**Jessica Erin Bedenbaugh Clinton, SC Courtney A Jones Avon, CT 
Christie Elise Benson Roswell, GA *Matthew Timothy Keaton Anderson, SC 
Holly Elaine Bergman Newport Beach, CA ***Kate Elizabeth Loney East Millinocket, ME 
Branden Craig Boatwright Saluda, SC *Kaitlyn Danielle Lorick Blythewood, SC 
Catherine Elizabeth Bopp Lilburn, GA Allison Andrews Lowrey Columbia, SC 
*Courtney Elizabeth Bowlin Lexington, SC *Jennifer Rion Maxwell Anderson, SC 
*Jessie Margarer Brain Rye, NH *Kaci Hayes McCall Greenville, SC 
Dori Maureen Bryer-Satkin Marietta, GA Andrea Lynn McDaniel Greenville, SC 
**Megan Noelle Bussey Notth Augusta, SC t**Margaret Ruth Miller Anderson, SC 
Tanisha Lynette Cartledge Greenwood, SC •Erin Brittney Moore Inman, SC 
Caroline Marcure Champoux Arlington, VA Kaitlin Mannion Nagle Orangeburg, SC 
Eldridge Lee Coates Asheville, NC ***Laura Ann Nienow Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Elizabeth Grace Cockerham Charlotte, NC t**Heather Alicia Paschal Asheville, NC 
**Sarah Virginia Coleman Laurens, SC **Alyssa Lee Pascuiti Simpsonville, SC 
t***Heather Ryan Cooper Atlanta, GA Brittany Marie Pirko Matthews, NC 
Kelly Kathleen Couch Fuquay-Varina, NC *Elizabeth Suzanne Rush Greenville, SC 
Jelinda Brianne Cummings Seneca, SC **Hayley Nicole Senn Silverstreet, SC 
*Shannon Nicole Fiedler Summerville, SC *Cindy Wei-Yee Shao Columbia, SC 
*Kimberly Brooke Gillespie Seneca, SC Dana Elaine Smith Simpsonville, SC 
Courtney Christine Golly Rocklin, CA ***Melissa Rogers Sudduth Greer, SC 
*Jessica Lucille Harris Central, SC *Alexis Fontella Swaringer Florence, SC 
Rebekah Shan Holcombe Mauldin, SC Erica Wynters Thomas Chester, SC 
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Nursing (continued) 
t*James Christopher Uregen ______ Anderson, SC t***Melanie C Williams ________ Columbia, SC 
••Katherine Grace Vincent Hollywood, SC Anna Nicole Williamson Salley, SC 
Amanda Michelle Ward Timonium, MD *Tiffany Taylor Wilson Newberry, SC 
Julia Teresa Watkins Winnsboro, SC t***Danielle Rebecca Wordes Snellville, GA 
Sara Elizabeth Welborn Anderson, SC *Allison Joy Zalewski Lexington, SC 
Rachel Kaiclyn Werth Charlotte, NC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Ronald Scott Abrams, Jr. Whitmire, SC *Amanda Rembert McMaster _______ Barnwell, SC 
Tosh J Anderson Ludington, Ml Christopher Nashon Minor Grayson, GA 
Gretchen Lucile Anonick Norton Shores, Ml **Angela Marie Olejniczak Charlotte, NC 
Brandon James Blake Clemson, SC John Robert Phillips, Jr. Greenville, SC 
•Amy Elise Blume Williamston, SC **Ruth Patrick Phillips White Oak, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Cushing ____ North Chelmsford, MA *Kyle Elizabeth Player Bishopville, SC 
Charles Bradford Davis Irmo, SC Brittany Nicole Postell Gastonia, NC 
James Coleman Downer Chantilly, VA *Jessie Marie Pye Anderson, SC 
Sarah Macaulay Emerson Rock Hill, SC Jeremy Dagan Rainey Easley, SC 
Meredith Ezell Flaherty Bellaire, TX David James Seibel Pittsburgh, PA 
Brian Thomas Ford Bel Air, MD Zachery Hayden Siefert Simpsonville, SC 
Sergio Rodrikus Gilliam Greer, SC James McQueen Simons, Jr. Florence, SC 
*Lisa Meredith Gorski Alpharetta, GA *James Parker Southwick Charleston, SC 
Michael Leon Hamlin Timmonsville, SC Julie Ann Terrell North Augusta, SC 
Jordan Elizabeth Kinder Sumter, SC *Cari Elizabeth Trappe Panama Ciry, FL 
*William Robert Lamont Caldwell, NJ *Mary Catherine Valente Greeneville, TN 
Jeffrey Dale Laws Greenville, SC Brittany F Waltz St Matthews, SC 
Colin Matthew Leonard Lafayette, IN **Mary Kathleen Weeks Anderson, SC 
William A Long Simpsonville, SC 
Science Teaching 
Sarahann Gruber Callaway ______ Boiling Springs, SC Jonathan Pattick Lawler ________ Columbia, SC 
Genevieve Noelle Hott Plymouth, Ml 
Secondary Education 
**Daniel Kenneth Leader--------.,,-- Taylors, SC Kristen Lee Thor .,,,--------_,....,Coral Springs, FL 
Stephen Thomas McKinney Summerville, SC Kevin Richmond Tye Moncks Comer, SC 
*Ryan Mathew Patterson Pickens, SC Shea Denise White Seneca, SC 
Technology and Human Resource Development 
**Damarka Leshun Aiken _______ Anderson, SC Kevin Michael McCurry ________ Walhalla, SC 
Kyle Joseph Bennett Florence, SC Brandon James Pilgrim Lilburn, GA 
*Edward Lucius Culpepper, Jr. Clemson, SC 
•Cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
**Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3. 70 to 3.89 
***Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduates so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched program of study through the 
Calhoun Honors College. To eam this distinction, students must maintain an overall grade-point ratio of 3 .40 or higher and complete the 
requirements of General Honors arv:J/or Departmental Honors. Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing 
the Calhoun Honors College Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. 
Katherine Inabinet Vickery of Columbia, South Carolina, to honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are members of University 





First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. 
Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating student who, on the basis of exceptional scholastic 
achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the be.st all-around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted in the Hendrix Student Center. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL 
Ryan Greaser Spurrier 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually co individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct as evince a spirit of 
love for and helpfulnes.5 to other men and women. These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULL!V AN STUDENT AWARD 
Stephen Richard Lareau Kristen Lee Purvis 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in clas.5room teaching. The faculty 
recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented permanently to 
the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
Daniel K Benjamin 
Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Professor of Economics 
THE CLASS OF '39 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
In 1989 on the occasion of the SO"' Anniversary of its graduation from Clemson University (then the Clemson Agricultural College of 
South Carolina), the Clas:; of 1939 established the Award for Excellence. It is presented annually to a faculty member whose contributions 
over the immediately preceding five-year period are judged by the faculty member's peers to represent the highest achievement of service to 
the University and the Student Body. 
1989 - Dixie Gooch Goswami 
1990 - Joel Vincenc Brawley, Jr. 
1991 - John Lldol, Jr. 
199 2 - Raymond CT um er 
1993 - Ashby B Bodine ll 
1994 - Cecil Oates Huey, Jr. 
RECIPIENT OF THE CLASS OF '39 AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
Alma Bennett 
Professor of English 
PREVIOUS RECIPIENTS 
1995 - Francis Anthony McGuire 
1996 - R Lawrence Laforge 
1997 - Chalmers McNair Butler 
1998 - Larry Lee Bauer 
1999 - Judith Mary Melton 
2000 -Clifton Scott Miller Egan 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
2001 -Jerry Alan Waldvogel 
2002 - Alfred P (Hap) Wheeler 
2003 - Douglas Kinly Sturkie lil 
2004 - Art Young 
2005 - Benjamin Lee Sill 
2006 - Donald M McKale 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member of the 
graduating clas.5 who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the bachelor's degree 
since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required for graduation shall be 
eligible for consideration. 
Jill Marie Allen 
Matthew Gene Balderston 
Margaret Elizabeth Carter 
Roberc Najem Clarke 
Heather Ryan Cooper 
Thomas Adam Criswell 
Kacie Marie Daniels 
John Patrick Dixon 
Gabriel Lyle Dobbs 
Eric Bradford Dodds 
Jaimi Lauren Donald 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Lauren Elizabeth Foshee 
Janis Ruth Fowler 
AdamBGriffis 
Jessica Lauren Hanson 
John David Hinson 
Tara Marie Hudak 
Sean Tyler Kitch 
Korin McKenzie Knight 
Anna Carolyn Mclees 
Juscin Douglas Moody 
Helen A Papadopoulos 
Joshua Grey Pelkey 
Amanda Beth Pirovitz 
Kristen Lee Purvis 
Chelsea Lynne Reighard 
Seneca Andrew Schepmann 
Kelly Nicole Simpson 
Ryan Greasor Spurrier 
Joshua Tyler Stone 
Sarah Elizabeth Treffinger 
Harrison Curtis Weaver 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who left the 
bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal School 
of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining engineer; 
however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a southern 
planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agriculture. He had a 
career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as the first 
Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington ( 1860). As a scientist he published 
numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities 
included his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support 
of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in 
founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C Calhoun, a political 
figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth century. Mr. 
Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment of 446. 
The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, supplemented by 
two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has six major academic units. 
These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences, the College of 
Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, the College of Business and Behavioral Science, the 
College of Engineering and Science, the College of Health, Education, and Human 
Development, and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools to award the Bachelor's, Master's, Education 
Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Questions related to this accreditation should be directed 
to Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges, 1866 
Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097; phone 404-679-4500. Information is also 
available at sacscoc.org. 
Curricula are accredited by AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, American 
Council for Construction Education, American Dietetic Association (CADE), American 
Society of Landscape Architects, Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), 
Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs (CACREP), 
National Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of Schools of Art and 
Design, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, NRP A/AALR Council 
on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of American Foresters. 
Documentation of accreditation is available in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its primary 
academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and at five agricultural 
experiment stations located in the State. The University is also heavily committed to a 
varied program of public service, including the work of agricultural extension which has 
professional personnel located in each of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, academic 
honors designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both certification 
of graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of the University. 
********** 
First Aid-A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System-Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. 
In the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to 
the closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the 
building safe to re-enter. 
No Smoking-Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
